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KIDDIES ASKED
TO MAKE FLOATS

Welcome Governor Clements
May 3, 1949

Number Eighteen

Baseball Season Opens Amid
Cheers Of Fans-But No Victory

The kiddies, and their parents Mr. and Mrs. Paul West
pheling
are reminded today by Louis
Editors and Publishers
Weaks, general chairman of the
/7.
77
; Boy Scout Circus to be held here The Fulton County News
----,&•—
on June 2, to start planning the Fulton, Kentucky
•naleseeoeseeemeiseeteeese-4-4.e.-e'ees., type of float tile!, will enter in
By Mary Nelle McD. Wright
the huge Kiddie Parade, when Dear Johanna and Paul:
Wednesclz.y morning the sun came out—Wednes
Tho story of the missing dish,
day night the
$100 will.be offered in prizes for
crowds
carne
out
to
Fairfield Park
or the Owens Bros. In, California
It
is with appreciation that I received in toopen the 1949 Kitty League
the best entered.
season, with the Railroaders battlinto
is the title of ttais Newsprint and
g
out
a
their old rivals the Union City Greyhounds. 6 to 10 score against
Mr. Weaks has set a deadline : ay's mail your kind invitation to attend the FulWINS FIRST PRIZE
More than 1100 fans atit goes like this:
,ended the game.
11. May 23 ilti the last clay for co- ::)n and West Kentucky
The
Fulton
Band
Fair.
When Mrs. Fred Homra
uon
In
first
doin
g so, however, prize in
The opening game marked the I vived each time)
was wl ing floats. Kiddie floats will
makes the fans
the band competition 25th
visiting her mother in California
' hope you will not pin me down to a 'specific day
season of play for the old- realize that we
not be judged with the floats en,
at the Humboldt Stra,,vberry
have only four
recently she was
assisting her tered by merchants ano organi
est
Class
D
of
profes
the
sional
week
baseba
at
ll
this
more
time
lives
,
zanor will you go to the Festival yesterday, the News organization
to go, (according to
mother in the arrangement
of tions. They must not be of an itngt
in the United States.' the life of a kitty).
h of designating a Governor's Day nor any learned at press time.
potted plants on the •back porch
In the light of this, 25 years is I This is probab
advertising nature, and can be
ly the reason
Many' of the plants were rest- mount
not a remarkable length of time; why each year
ed on anything that rolls. other fancy title in my behalf. To be able to mix
the games seem
GROCERY STORES CLOSE
ing on discarded crockery, but
it is barely long enough to es- to have a greater
Get in the fun, kiddies. Start and mingle with all of you western Kent
Follow
impact and all
ing a long-distance
uckians
one little plant in
particular building that winning float tothe flow of that intangi- of us who see them realizl
will be honor enough for me. I should like to "just conversation with A&P offic- tablish
e what
seemed a little prouder than all day.
ble
stream we call tradition. But it means to have baseba
ials in Louisville, in which an
ll games
the rest because its base of operattend the Fair," without any formalities and free agreem
when vve consider that the Ful- in Fulton.
ent
reached to close ton Baseba
ations was no ordinary crockery
ll team has
of speech making as past experience has prove the Fulton was
a
When you stop to analyze the
at all. Mrs. Homra, examined the
n afternoon, store on Thursday deficit on the books of itsbeen
spon- fans at a ball game, you'll find
that
Gene
a
Fair
Williamson, sors, this
crowd rightfully indicates little interbase of the proudest flower and
a
is
feather in the hats all sorts of reasons why people
C of C p'resident, announced
was startled to find that it was
est in speech making.
today that all Fulton grocery of all the loyal baseball support- like baseball. In all due fairness
a plate given in the long ago by
ers
here.
to the fans, as a whole, we would
The newspaper attachments were read with in- stores will be closed Thursday
the Owens Bros. local launderers
At Humboldt today, vivacious
afternoons through the sumAs this reporter sat among the say they come strictly because
4as a souvenir
Joan Smith, 16 year-old daugh- terest. As a moral to the Kentucky Lake swishing
mer.
fans at Fairfield Wednesday, they like baseball. But there are
The plate is decorated in color- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Will Smith story, the thought occur
red to me that ample lake
night, she wondered if there some of us who like the game,
ful poppies and roses, which still is representing South Fulton
in area may be found on the Kent
but like a lot of other things that
To bolster the lagging drive yeren't several there
ucky side and stray
retain their hues On the plate is the beauty revue being held
who re- go with
there fisherma
it. For instance, its good
n would do well to take advantage of our to collect funds for Cancer Re- membered when the "Kitty" was to
a calendar of 1910 and beneath in connection with the Strawsee a lot of people whom you
search a tag day will be held first organized back
it written, 'Owens Bros.,
in 1903, in haven'
own area.
The berry Festival.
t
really seen since hist
on Saturday, Mrs. W. L. Dur- the back room of a
OK Steam Laundry, Fulton, Ky.
Cairo, Illinois season
Her attendants will be
Miss
With cordial good wishes and kind regar
like Mrs. E. H. Knighton
bin announced today. The Girl saloon with Dr
Mrs. Homra's
Frank Bassett and
mother knew Ann Roper, 17-year-old daughds,
I
her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Ali,
Scoubi
f
do the tagging, Mrs and the present league's
nothing of hoyy the plate got in ter cif Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roper. am,
Pr:esi-. son, two loyal team suppor
Durbin said. April was cancer dent, Shelby Peace,
ters
her possession. but Mrs. Homra and Miss Bessie Roach, 17-yea
respon
sible
Sincerely yours„
rif there ever were two. Then
month, and though a strenuous for the organization
knew where it wanted to be. So old daughter of
.
Mrs.
Grace
from
Union
drive
City
was
we saw Tom
made, several hundEARL C. CLEMENTS
The fact that the "Kitty" has
she brought the "find" all
the Roach.
Elam who never misses a game.
reds still remains to be collect- died five times
way to Fulton and presented it
(and has been re- Mildre
Miss Roper is a South Fulton
Governor
d
and
James
ed
to
Whipple and
meet
the quota
to Mrs. J. H. Johnson at
the senior and Miss Roach is a junDee McNeil from Hickman were
OK Laundry, whose chief worry ior.
there, too.
NOTICE CORRESPONDENTS
P.11usic Lovers Anticipate Musical Even
is just where to place the dish,
The young ladies were selected
ing
One look around in the reservNews must he in the ofcarefully in a holder. so
Be Staged At Woman's Club . On TuecIday
that at a beauty revue sponsored by •
ed seat section shows that all the
fele not later than Wednesday
all may view the discovery made the P.-T.A of the South Fulton
regulars are there, too, like D.D.
afternoon to be included in
by Mrs. Homra.
School.
''An Evening of
Music" the I Violin — Mazurka
and Mrs. Legg, and their little
Mylnarski tbat aeelea paper. We are sorMusic Department's contribution
ry to have to omit Water ValMrs. David Sundwick
May 13 has been set as the granddaughter who is also an ato National Music Week will be
The Fulton City Council has
Mrs Paul Roper, Accomp- ley, and Pierce Station.
date when students of the local vid fan. Over in the left section
done away with the extra twoPresented at the Woman's Club
anist.
s2hool system may show their Clarence Reed is always there
hour parking meter law on Sat
on Tuesday. May 10th with
a Voice — (a) Claire De
wares to the public, Supt. W. L. (frankly we wonder if he ever
Lune
urdav evenings nnd the meters
full
program of
outstanding
Holland told the News today. has missed a game). All the LatFaure
will be repainted to conform to
numbers to be presented by laFrom 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the, tas are there, too, Mary, Gilson,
(b) Romance
Dethe revised law. Parking mete:
pel musicians.
Carr Institute on that evening Myrtle and Roy Grace Hill is
bussy
Hours are now 8: a.m. to 6: p.m.
The public is cordially invited
school patrons may view the always there as 'well as Bonus
Mrs. H. N. Strong
daily and Saturday; Sundays and
By Mrs. H. G. Butler
A King and" Princess of the work done in
• ta attend tile event which is free
Mrs. Gus Bard, Accmopanist
the various depart- Calliham and Rebecca Tucker
holidays are excluded.
Over four hundred mothvs to the public. The program starts Voice
Four Rivers will be elected to ments during
— DeGlory Road
the
year, as well as It was good to see some "preachJacThe Council has also decreed and -Homemakers journeyed gtra at eight o'clock. 4.'4
rule over the Boy Scouts ac- to see in action
ers" there like Rey. Walter Misquer Wolfe •
,
actual
class-roora
that minors must have written Barlow April 30 to the Sixteenth
Tha complete program follows!
tivities on Circus Day, Joe 2, activity.
aqd Rev. Stone.
Mr. Clifford Shields.
Pit that time too: the
permission from their parents to Annual District Meeting of Ken- Piano Trio — Overtdre to Car-Mrs. Glenn F. Bushart. Aae- Mrs. Roy Hamby general Chair- FUlton Band will give a concerti How could Fulton hafie.a ball
play pool locally (a new ordin- tilekv Federation of Homemakmen
man of a committee appointed and the Glee-Club
Bizet
companist
will present team without the support at falls
ance); failure to secure this writ- ers.
Misses Ann, Kay and Betty Piano
by the Junior Woman's Club to a program
like Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hollo— Jeux D'Eau
of songs.
Ravel
ten permission might cost
Federa
Bowen.
tion chairmen gave responsor the event, announced toway, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Franklin,
the
Mrs. Glynn F. Bushart
hall its license and a fine.
ports and introduced their suc- Mixed Chorus of Fulton
The
day. At a meeting of the group
exhibit at Carr Institute Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Williams,
High Voice — Morning — Oley
Speaks on Tuesday
In another revision, the Coun- cessors. They are: Membership— School
will
be a combined effort of Frank and Florence Beadles, the
night plans were
Miss Barbara Ann Roberts
cil amended the auction sale tax Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, Callomade to conduct a revue similar the Fulton High School and the three Bushart boys and
(a) The Legend Tschoikowtheir
Mrs. Gus Bard, Accompanist
from $50 a day down to $10 way, with Mrs Jack Stahr the
gramm
sky.
to
ar grades there. Teray- families, Ann Hornbeak, Hazel
the
event staged by them to
Piano — The Blue Danube
a day.
new chairman. Publicity— Mrs.
Norma
select
n
(b), Sylvia
will
the
hold
queen of Army Day
its exhibit in Scruggs. We could write pages of
Oley Speaks
Strauss The date has been
Travis Slayden. Hickman CounMrs. M. W. Haws. Dirtector,
set as Friday the afternoon of that day, while names of other loyal fans.
Concert Arrangement
The Thursday afternoon clos- ty, succeeds Mrs. W. A. Ashthe Milton School (colored) wiil
May 20.
Mrs. Glynn F. Bushart. AcIn this column we have been
Schulze-Eyler
fng by local retailers commenc- brook. Reading: Mrs. Gus BrowMrs. Hamby aaid at press time have a similar program on May unable to give you more than a
companist.
Mrs.
Gus
Bard
ed yesterday and will extend der is followed by airs Victre- Three Piano Preludes
on Thursday that already a num- 24
knot-hole glimpse of the place
Ger- Piano-Duo Gypsy Waltz
through the next five months.
Anderson of McCracken.
ber of parents had entered chilshwin
Other important school dates where you can find leisure and
vitsvki
dren to participate in the revue, are:
Mrs. Charles Moss of Hick(a) Allegro Ben Rimato E
laughter and a good time. What
Mesdames Steve Wiley and
An innovation to local restaur- man County presiried as she is
which winner will be judged on May 22: Baccalaureate Servic
Decisc.
we have tried to do however, is
es.
C.
L.
Maddo
x
ant circles is being introduced District Direotor.
personality, poise, disposition and May 25: Carr Institute
(b) Andante Con Moto E. Vocal Ensem
Com- to entice you into the main-gate,
ble
this weqkend with the installaother qualities of a royal ruler. mencement.
Many thought-provoking .tatPaco Rubato.
where good sports enjoy a good
Rain
Curran
tion of "live" music in Smith's ments were made by the various
Children between the ages of May 26: Fallon High School
(c) Allegro Ben Rimato E.
com- sport. Feed the Kitty by attendDeep
River
Spirit
ual
....
ArCafe. Harley Neal, manager, an- speakers. Present-day problems
six and ten are eligible to enter mencement.
Deciso.
ing the local games, win, lose or
ranged by Noble Cain
of home life anci child rearina
nounces.
the revue and are asked to call May 27:
Miss Marolyn Shannon
Milton School com- draw.
Mesda
mes
Gregor
y,
Wright
,
Mrs. Hamby at 13304, The re- mencement.
At the piano and solovox in were • bravely attacked.
Piano-Duo — The Pines-AlexBennett, Treas, Carter, Voelthe evenings will be "Louella."
Miss Myrtle Weldon, State
vue will be staged at the High
ander Matthews
pel, Pigue.
Paducah professional. Programs Leader told of the growth of
School
Auditorium and all proMisses Ann Lalla and Ann
Misses Houston and Shan- ceeds
are scheduled to start otter the homemakers clubs since 1924
derived from adinissions
McDade.
non.
will be turned over 10 the Boy
when there were about 20 counweekend.
Mrs. M. W. Haws, Director
Scouts.
ties with agents and now there
Mrs Glynn F. Bushart.
Whites To Leave
AcCrimmittees are being appointSi Elvert. who has taken ov- are 97.
companist.
ed to work with Mrs. Hamby.
These ladies were certainly enOn Extended
er the operation of Foy's Tour"Amission will be 40c for adelts
ist Court along with his Fulton thusiastic about Kentucky's dog
Vacation
Letters To The Editor and 25c for children.
Motor .Court. was in the office y:ood and redbud in their spring
Patsy Parker of Western High
A horse-show tour that will
this week to tell us that every- beauty.
Plans were being driven rapid- School won the championship in
Commonwealth of Kentucky
The
star
of
take
the
them
day
was Miss
through the western
Peddlers Must Pay:
ling is coming along smoothly
ly to completion today for the county clothing contests held at
Department of Conservation
except one thing: He is having Fanny Brooks of Urbans, Ill. eht of the United States is planObion County
Henry Ward, Commissioner
Flying
Club's Cayce, Western, and Hickman.
Coun
She
cil
shared
ned
Decr
her
by
ees
many
Mr.
experiencand Mrs. I3ob White
"Duck" trouble.
Third Annual Air Show, now This honor carries with it the
Frankfort, Ky.
A
city oidlnance requiring all
es
as
a
nurse
and
for
their
years
two
with two
children Bud and Mrs. Johanna' Westph
In taking over Foy's, Si inopportunity to go to Lexington,
nearly three weeks away.
eling,
firms who operate in Fulton in
- ears service over the ocean in Jane.
herited a couple of nice lagoons .
for 4-H Club Week. June 7 to 11.
ThEditor Fulton County News
-t
1 • fl
•
"peddl
a
ing"
World
capaci
War
The
ty
I.
All
(takin
trek
begrud
g
will
ge
start sometime Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
which promptly interested him
her
ine. event is slated for Stewart She will model her outfit in
oraers and making deliveries at
for their scenic possibilities. A of her youthfulness and sense of late this month and will last for
Field on Sunday afternoon, May style dress review.
I had heard about the incident, the same time)
optimi
sm.
to
pay
In
neaily
discus
a
$50
30
sing
andays.
cancer
The
Harriet Townsend of Hickman
sm.all bunch of
,
White fami- regarding
15, beginning at 1:30 o'clock
ducks, which
Fulton
fishermen, nual "peddler's " license will be
won second and Katherine Davis
makes the lagoons their home, heart disease, diabetes. arthritis, ly will be accompanied by Mead- during a visit this
weekend at strictly enforced from now on, eath a full four hours of enterof
hove been carefully nursed along or other ills, a joke proved her av Pam and Carolina Moonbeam Kentucky Lake I
Western won 3rd.
am referring the Fulton City Council decided tainment in prospect for the
Earala Mae Shar,
and Si had visions of plenty of point. She is a tonic to the mind. favorite mounts of "Fulton's this matter to Earl
thouiands expected to attend.
Hickman
Wallac
e,
'n
its regular monthly meeting
DiEquestrienne" Jane rector of the
fowl around the pastoral scene, ''A university education never Famous
Highlighting the show this High Schol won championship
Kentucky Division last Monday.
hurt anyone if they are willing White, who will participate
in
clothi
come summer.
ng
judging at the comin of Game and Fish, and I
The Council tackled the touchy year will be the appearances of munity
hope
He built several dog and cat- to learn after college," she says. America's . most
outstanding that we can reach
an agreement subject, often sidestepped or a- Gen Clifton B. Cates, a native of Homem rally held in Hickman
The definite need to prepare horse shows.
proof nests and of the first 9
akers
club room April 29.
with Tennessee to avoid simila voided,
Tiptonville who now is serving as
after one of the memr
Bon Voyage and Good Luck, incide
eggs hatched, only two fuzzy lit- for old age, was shown; "51 per
eommandant of the U. S. Marine Joyce Dale Newton won 2nd.
nts
in
the
future
.
bers
brough
t
it up for pointtle ducklings remained the next cent of our people over 65 are Jane.
Corps, and the world-famous 70- Ruby McMurry won 3rd. Ealala
Thanks for calling my atten- blank action.
It was then revealdependent" Miss Brooks declares.
(Ed's note. No mention has tion
Mae will represent the county
day.
eie7e Marine Band.
to this.
in
ed
that
ef
the
31
firms
Mi5S
now oftBrooks declares that been marle of an extra trailer to
district judging contest held
His second hatch produced 10.
Yours very truly,
in
cratin
g
in
this
capaci
eommo
ty in Fuln sense is the sixth sense. bring home the trophies Jane
Paducah May 26, and will
but the next day he could find
have
ton, only 17 now pay license fee. T. C, Wirs First
HENRY WARD,
in closing the speaker chal- will win.)
the opportunity of attending
Drily four.
4-H
Commissioner of Conservation while 14, many of them local,
Club Week at University of
Si is stumped. Are the turtles lenged to be sympathetic; "Keep
natio
nal
KenSafety Contest tucky June 7 to
have avoided it on one technicalieating them? What is happening a twinkle in your eye, and life - "cal Rural
11.
Carriers
ty or other.
X7. Lake Fish Study
Bobbie Sue Buchannan
to them? Is there any use setting will mean more to everyone."
Chicago—Stx Class I railroads,
won
The Council has interpreted
.c.innored Over Nation
more eggs?
which today were named group championship in field of 94 in
Prog
ram
'he
ordina
nce
In
to
exclud
cannin
e
Unde
"only
g
rway
jurting at community
Some of you duck raisers 7
winners in the Railroad Emt 5 .-...,1 Burial Planned
Five local men, all rural mail
those who produce their own
An intensified study
ought to go help Si out of his
ployes' National Safety Contest rally held at Cayce High School
of the products."
carriers, will be honored over
April
T
fish
'aaC*
27.
Fred
and
Brady, Jr.
nredicament Nowhere else from
water conditions in the
of the Natielial Safety Council.
the Nation this week. This is NaDorth a Cooner, Hickman
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Chi7ago to Mexico can tourists
haa e. 1948 ernolnye casualty rate
won
ts will
tional Rural Mail Carrier's Week,
NOTIC
News
E
has
been
be
made
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by when
this summer by Charles
less than one-half as high as the second. Martha Perry of Cayce
arise from a good night's sleep
a
special tribute is being C. Bower
Sunday, May 15 has been proMr.
and
won
Mrs.
Fred
third.
Brady,
formBobbie
s,
average rate for all railroads in
Jr., Minor Clark, Suand be greeted with the quacking
Sue will reppaid to the faithful postal carclaimed as Decoration Day for
resent the county and
perintendent of Fisheries of
of mallards on a pretty lagoon. er Fultonians, now living in Hick- riers. Rural
district
the the City of Fulton. All person the group.
mail carrier's work- Division of
man, that the body of their son,
in
the
elimen
s
ation
contest at PaGame and Fish, anThe combined rate of employwho have not paid on the upkeep
1st Lt. Fred Brady was enroute ing out of the local postoffice nounced today.
ducah
May
26
and
UNION CITY TO CLOSE
will
es
killed and imured per milhave the
to Fulton for the final burial due are: Cecal Weatherspoon, route graduated in Bowers, who was of cemetery lots are asked to
of attending 4-H
lion man-hours worked was 3.48 opportunity
Wildlife Manage- pay
one: Robert J. Lamb, route 2: W.
Member stores of the Union the honored hero
the Sexton or the City Clerk.
Club Week at Univer
ment, specializing in
of World War
for
the
sity of
six winners. as comparFisheries
E Flippo, route 3; B. O. CopeCity Retail Merchants Associa- H.
J. NI. Martin, Chairman ed with
Biology, will check the fish
a 1948 rate of 8.76 for all Kentucky.
land, route 4 and Wilburn Hollopoption will begin their summer
ulation of Kentucky Lake,
Lt. Brady was killed in acClass
I
railroads (those whose
way, !mute 5.
de- Resurfaeing Contract Let
sehedule of closing on Wednes- tion
termine fertilization and
over Germany in April 1944
oneratine revenues exceed $1,- PRE-SCHOOL CLINIC MAY 13
imTn these men ,the News sends
day afternoons this week, it was and
A contract for resurfacing on
A pre-school-age clinic will
provement methods in Carpen
was a member of the Army
000,00
0
annual
be
ly).
t- the Fulton-Hickman road
1-eartiest congratulations on thei
announced today by officials of Air
er's Lake at Owensboro,
in FulForces.
The Illinois Central won first conducted at the South Fulton
have ton County went
the business men's group.
faithful service.
School
on Friday, May 13, startto
Porter
charge
-Deof
all
place
farm
among
Whitne
l
pond
railro
Funeral Home of this
ads whose em- ing et'.
work in --itt Construction
Closing will continue on WedSubstitute rural mail carriers the two
Co., Poplar ployes worked 50,000.
10: a.m , according to an
districts and assist in
000 or more annou
nes.-triv afternoons thrreigh thy city will be in charge of funeral -,ro• Robert Polsgrove, Doyle
Bluff, Mo., for $62,270.55. The
ncement made today.
nolluti
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contro
man-ho
l
arrang
urs.
in
ements
Its
total
the
on arrival Of _the Polsgrove, 011ie Kaler,
accident rate
area. stretch extends from
mon'h of August.
The
clinic will be conducted by
Adal- Bowers already has
US 51 at was 2.97. as cor.-;:ii.J1
aody
entered up- Rireville to Ky
with an Miss
'7nnon and J. H. Patterson. '
127 north of Jor- rveraee of 7.25 for
Howard, Ohion County
rn his new duties.
all railroads Health
3 miles.
Department representain this group.
•
tive.

Stop The Press I

MISS SMITH IS
BEAUTY QUEEN

STOOL STUDENTS
TO EXHIBIT WORK

BARLOW MEETING
REPLETE WITH
GOOD MESSAGES -

•

a

BOY SCOUTS TO
HAVE ROYALTY

OBION COUNTY
4IR SHOW NOW BEING PLANNED

tti.

PATSY PARKER
WINS HIGH HONOR
AT COUNTY RALLY
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. Paul and Johanna M. Wcstphelin2

STRICTLY BUSINESS

thanks for their kindly rememberance.
'What's The Matter With Fulton?" was te the point and may
I make two suggestions

by McFeotters

EDITORS and PUBLISHERS

Second, I would suggest that
the Fulton fairgrounds be
enlarged and developed into an air
mail center. Four mail carrying
could be served
railway lines
from that point: both trunk lines ;
system and on
of the Illinois
short transfer, the N. C. and St.
L. and the G. M. and O. main
system at Union City Tennessee.
Then. is it too remote to make
such a point a landing center for
passenger planes?

...Why Can't We?
editor
Just recently we read the success story of an
trehad
has
newspapering
to
i.vhose rip-roaring approach
his
of
development
and
growth
the
on
effect
mendous
reporting
t7.ommunity. When asked his concepts of good
thinking, and
be said: "I try to see what the people are
!talking about, and give it to them."

FulIn last week's editorial, ''What's the Matter With
hearts, and
ton," we put d9wn on paper what was in our
though it was no surprise to know that many of us had
kindred spirits, we had no idea that so many of you were,
sympathY with this line of thinking.
Many of our readers have called to commend the editorial. Many have offered suggestions and solutions to the
problem, some good, some bad, some a little vicious. Today, we're not going to give you a resume of the editorial's
reaction, but rather we are going to give you a little food
for thought. The "food" was given to us by one of America's
great newspapers, the Louisville Courier-Journal, and coincidentally appeared in the magazine section of last Sunday's paper.
From an article by Joe Creason:
"It's a crying shame, or thereabouts, that the inspiration
which struck the city of Owensboro nearly three years ago
didn't rub off on other communities all across and up and
down the land.
"Here's why:
"Like most other cities, Owensboro felt it only fitting
a.nd proper that something should be done in memory of
the 129 Daviess County residents who gave their lives in
World War II.
"But there the comparison between Owensboro and a
vast majority of cities ends--and abruptly. bistead of erecting an expensive, lifeless granite shaft and dedicating it to
its war dead, as did many communities, Owensboro chose
to build a living memorial to those who died.
"As a result, the city today is pridefully popping buttons off its civic vest right and left because of its Memorial
Recreation Center, a sports and recreation reservation that
is, perhaps, unequalled in any city of 35,000 or so citizens in
these United States.
"This Memorial Recreation Center, which already has
been abbreviated to Sportscenter, is the kind of place cities
—even those with many times Owensboro's population—
dream about. The entire project, upon completion this sum,mer, will have cost about $660,000. It includes an auditorium-fieldhouse that can be used for indoor sporting events
and public gatherings, a Large Youth Center and an outdoor swimming pool, the design of %which is newer than
next year's atomic bomb."
From an article by Harry Bolser:
'There has been a civic awakening in Arlington, Ky.
--a community development that challenges every other
rural town fin the commonwealth.
"This town—population about 700—which stretches along U. S. Highway 51 and the main Chicago-New Orleans
line of the Illinois Central Railroad, has washed its face,
dressed in new clothing and has gone a-courtin' industry.
'Today Arlington has the $500,000 assembly plant of
the Deena Artware Company of Chicago; a chicken broiler
plant from which approximately 6,000 broilers are sent to
market every two and a half montlik the largest storage
and wholesale outlet of sweet potatoes in the Midwest;
a seasonal vegetable-canning factory, and a railroad-tie
plant of Bond Brothers of Louisville which cuts an average
of 250 ties a day. It is said that Carlisle County produces
a greater variety of timber than any other county in the

Fried Chicken
Country Ham
. Fresh Gulf Shrimp

First, I would . suggest that
a
manager Leo Greengras use
few men on those idle machines,
be
might
who
and to those men
inclined to seek work with the
Henry I Siegel Co., why not ask
to become an operator? Sewing
isn't a "sissy" job. The finest in
sewing is done by men_ who develop skilled fingers.

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
and Political cards
OBnIJARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices
department.
Asarged at the rates specified by advertising
$2.00 a year. ElseSubscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton
where $2.50 a year.
at the post office at
.Entered as second class matter June 28, 19331879.
Talton. Kentucky, under the act of March 3,
young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
some
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

to conIt is strange indeed, then, that in an attempt
tribute our best efforts to building this, our home-town,
Fulton
we struck at the core of what the people here in
thinking.
and
talking
are

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks

- Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE
Junction West State Line and Union City Hi-way

I would 'reserve the manufacture of hominy grits for the
Saith to my hometown, but
if
Fulton were to develop
such
enterprise to use our surplus of
the finest
hominy corn grown,
then I'm for Fulton's grit.
Very sincerely,
Elbert R. Mills

"He asked the boss for a raise!"

I

FOOTNOTES

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY R0061
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

KENTUCKY FUNER

LEI
OIL AND

To Drive Refreshed
Is Easier Driving

Furnaces C
Gutters and Down
For Promp

SMALL!
Olive Street

NEMEMENIIII

HELP

MACH
Experien
Appl:

HENRY I
tourth Street

Memory Lives
In Pictures

Gardner's Studio

PAUL HORNBEA
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalr
MII

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

Basketball Scholarship Won

Joe B. Wall, a graduate of
By Alice and Me
Cayce High School has been aAs Seen By Mary Nelle McDade Wright
warded a basketball scholarship
by Holmes Junior College in
Alice and I walked out on to say that he is just a chip otf the
Goodman, Miss.
our front porch yesterday just old block).
in time to hear a little girl's
Mrs. Lee B. Rucker and Mrs.
A word of encouragement to
cajoling voice say, "Come on, all you mothers who still believe J. E. Koon and children, Patsy
little Donald, come on." It was in old fashiond girls: Believe it Jean, Kenneth, Craig Lee and
Marian Blackstone, daughter of or not. there are two brown-eyed Martha Clair visited Lee B.
Billy and Mary Lou Blackstone, brown-haired lassies who belong Rucker and Mrs. Laura Browder
strolling along, with her golden to the shrinking violet age and at their home on West State Line
curls glistening in the sunlight, they are Ann and Patsy Fall, El- for the weekend
as calm as you please. Now, we va and Ernest Fall's little girls
didn't see Donald anywhere, To see these little girls one would ' v-Forty-tight members attendThen, all at once, there he was never think of them as being . :A the lu tic heon."—Connecticut
following right at her heels. The shy but it just goes to show you paper.
cuddliest, yellowest little duck that you never can tell. There's
you have ever seen. After talking one thing they draw the line on
with Marian she told us that he and that is "shoot 'ern up" movwants to go everywhere she goes ies. On one occasion Elva had to
and if she stops for a second, he take Patsy home. It was the
runs right into her heels so in- soene in "The Loves of Carmen.''
tent is he on not being left be- when Carmeri had a fight with
For yourself,
another girl. Ann was with a
hind.
for your family,
group celebrating Susan Busshe
for your friends
We want to assure Maree and hart's birthday but when
. . . a picture
Buck Bushart that their boy, Al, saw there would be some gun
will never be called "dumb" Le- play in the picture she decided to
saYs more than
cause he surely knows when and leave the theatre party. Mor,
a thousand
Patsy
and
Ann
you,
to
power
how to get in out of the rain. On
words!
violet
shrinking
those
like
We
Bobbie
a not too distant day Al,
Holloway movies, too.
Bowden, and Gene
were playing (just a block away
Make an ApA year or so ago Millie McMan home) at Ray and Mary
point Today.
Elizabeth Clonts' with the Clonts' Dade, daughter of Elizabeth and
little boy David. It begin rain- William McDarte was attending;
ing and Al decided it was time kindergarten and was getting
to go home, so—what did he do? quite expert at learning to spell
Fulton
212 Commercial
Just walked out to the curb and through word pictures. During
Phone 693
hailed a taxi. All three boys got the course of that early schoolin, rode a block down the street ing she visited her grandmother,
to the Bushart's and got out. Mrs. Ernest Leonard in Mayfield
You can imagine Maree's sur- and was quite enthusiastic at
prise when she saw them. "Where displaying her newly acquired
in the world have you been, Al?" education. "I have learned to
I though you were up at Dav- spell, GrandnItoher, "she said
id's." "I was, Mother, but I de- and pointed out one of the obcided I'd just spend my quarter jects she had learned at school.
to ride home in a taxi." (Con- Assiduously scanning the obfidentially, Alice and I would ject she said, 'See Grandmother,
say that he sujisf thcpfahtoie c-o-w, "bull."

SAFE AMl

Conti

Hugh Fly, Owner

CURB SERVICE

PAUL HORNE
Carr and Third Street

Prices
efrk for a miler way .. both
trade-markr mean the Jame thrng.
BOTTUM uNoes AUTIOfdlY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC

213"
8 cu.ft.

0 1949. P. Coca-Cola Company

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

REFRIGERATORS and FREEZERS
SUPER DI LUXE
REFRIGERATOR
trim loons! littra Pininawsil Lw/rit osaltryl

Letters To The Editors

At last you can pack stades of food into
a refrigerator dun's built to hold it! Specially IH designed for extra storage spacs,
safe food preservation, greater kitrizen
efficiency, a place for everything, for long
dependable service. See this wonderful
Super De Luxe today!

327 West Clay Street 'new," but I hated to see theClinton, Kentucky
"old" leaving out. Here let ME ,
April 30, 1949.
complimest. the new publishers1
for their`growing success in the I
Editor, The News
Fulton, Ky.
way odevelopuag an interesting weeitly locatz:
Dear Sir:
The News is not only compliOr should I say 'Madam"?
mentary reading material I reI have been an honorary read- ceive from Fulton. Almost every
er of The News for several years. week some citizen of your town
remembers me
I knew personally the previous or community
editor and I had a feeling of re- with a personally' wrapped and
Who these
gret when The News took on mailed periodical.
new management. Not that I had friends are, I do not know but I
the extend to them my sincere
and remonstiance toward

Bottled Gas
221 "'AP
dotetkiv
...tin
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

you've had a
DEMONSTRATION of the
new, fully automatic...

4--Atiore than 16 square foot of consiettinten
shoe space.
.11-^"Stowoway" froitzer locker ittofes 35 lbs.
of frozen food.
4-----"Frigidrower" hops 35 pound, of moat
fthsthir loncenr.
snoind "Tight-Wad- unit with
5-yoat warranty.

97"

FREEZE FOOD...FOR BETTER MEALS, LESS WORK, REAL KITCHEN HEM
•

15.8 CUBIC FOOT

11.1 CUBIC FOOT

!HEAVY purr FRE EZER
A real Hercules holding 553 pounds of
frozen food! It enables you to buy food
in large quantities, in season, at bargain
prices—or freeze and store the meat, vegetables and fruit you raise for later use.
Come in—see special "Freez-Area," "LidLamp" and "Zero-Larm" features!

ROOMY

Hi

FREEZER

You've an endless variety of delicious food
on hand all year 'round with this foodbank! It freezes and stores 385 pounds of
food, holds leftovers, lunches, and snacks
safely. Saves you shopping and kitchen
time and dollars on your food bill! See
it todav—rely on it forever-afterl

TAPPAN

state.
"These• industries employ nearly 700 persons, equal to
Arlington's population, and their weekly pay rolls total

Welcome!Comesee us
without obligation

nearly $10,000.
"There is little wonder that Arlington took time out
in its industrial-development drive to establish he Ciizen's
Deposit Bank, with capital stock of $45,000. There was no
building available for the bank so the community set about to erect one."

TWO BOTTI,E INSTALLATION, installed
(Includes Gas, and Stand)

119.00

RANGES PRICED frotn

HOME

Call or Write
LOOK FOR TH1

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY OF FULTON
FULTON, KY.

Note to Spring: Other little communities can do it,
why can's v.,e?

$ 27.50

"With each Range Sale.

PHONE 960

HALLMARK OF HARYRSTaR QUALITY

PHONE 10

PAUL NAILING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
314 WALNUT ST.

FULTON

PHONE 16

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Fulton, Kentucky

Carr and Third Sireets

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Poe 0

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
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Fulton, Ky.

HELP WANTED

L

MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC.
Fulton, Kv.

I. mirth Street

iy Festival in Humboldt Thursday.
Miss Helen King has returned
Attention Farmers:
to Bowling Green, Ky., after a
.yeekend visit to her father, Percy King and Mra. King.
PHONE 926
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
Mrs. Carrey Frields has reIn Sanitary Trucks
taned from a visit to her son,
Me:. James W. Norman. She is a Doyle Frields and family.
:',1RS. BLACKSTONE
pue
graduate of Ashley Hall and at- -0C1 sPIaT,1
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
ENTERTAINS CLUB
tended the college of Charleston Zonia and son were weekend
THURSDAY EVENING
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.
Etss
M*.
mother,
his
of
Mrs. W. M. Blackstone was where she was a member of Chi guests
hostess to the Thursday Night Omega, national women's social DeZonia and other relatives.'
Mrs. Warren Johnson is ill at
Supper Club at her home on Sec- sorority. At present she is a student of Rice Business College. her home in Water Valley.
ond street.
Mr and Mrs. Smith Atkins,
Mr. Horres was graduated
A delectable supper was servMayfield-Fulton Hwy.
ed at card tables in the living from Charleston High School and Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade,
from the College of Charleston. Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart will
room.
in
Derby
Kealucky
the
attend
biFollowing the supper games of While at college he served as
Louisville Saturday.
contract were enjoyed. Mrs. ology assistant and was a memMrs. Tom Irby of Shawnee,
Lawrence Holland was high ber of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
Okla., is the guest of Mrs. R. H.
scorer for the evening. Mrs. He is now a member of the faculWade.
Howard Edwards, low and Miss ty of Syracuse University and a
Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Sr., has re
Mary Swann Bushart received candidate for his MS and Ph D. turned from Owensboro, where
Ogrees in biology.
guest high.
she visited her son, Randolph
Guests to the club were Miss
RUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS Kramer and family. Mrs. Ran- '
Bushart ant Mrs. Vernon Owen.
ALI, DAY MEETING AT dolph Kramer is recovering from
Members attending were Mrs. isAVE
OF MRS. 0.G. HOWELL a painful fall.
HOME
.
Holland, Mrs. Edwards, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. T J. Kramer, Sr.
A
The Crutchfield Homemakers
Frank
Mrs.
Russ Anderson,.
G. left Thursday for Omaha, Neb.,
O.
Mrs.
of
home
the
at
met
Beadles, Mrs Horton Baird and
of
the
be
guests
will
they
where
Howe11,-April 26, fox an all day
MI s. Wilburn Holloway.
their daughter, Mrs. Tom Hanmeeting.
in son and family.
presided
Kearby
B.
J.
Mrs.
MRS. JOHN DANIELS
Mrs. Robert Howell, Jr., of Atthe absence of the president,
ENTERTAINS CLUB
lanta, Ga., and _Capt. George
Binford.
Gerald
Mrs.
TUESDAY EVENING .
recently reThis was a very interesting Crafton who has
Mrs. John Daniels entertained
There were nine trays turned from Guam are the guests
meeting.
the members of her bridge club
Mrs. George
and several stools completed and of their mother,
and several guests Tuesday evefor 39 trays Crafton.
taken
were
orders
ning at her home on Green street.
and
Ernest Cardwell
Mrs
several more stools.
Games of contract were en- and
children attended the Strawexhibit
to
made
were
Plans
with
evening
the
joyed during
Humboldt,
in
berry Festival
Mrs. Grady Varden receiving some of the work done by the Tenn., Thursday.
the
of
windows
the
in
club
club
the
for
prize
high score
members and Mrs. James War- Graham Furniture Co , in Ful
ton on May 1.
ren received guest prize.
PRICE TAO ON A
The District Meeting of HomeAt the conclusion of the games
the hostess served a salad rate. makers to be April 30.
Guests to the club were Mrs.
Mrs. McClanahan and Mrs.
; '
Warren, Mrs. Robert Graham, Brown were appointed to attend
OF LOVELI NESSI
Mrs. E. L. Cook and Mrs. Mon- the health meeting in Hickman.
‘",
roe Luther. Members playing
Mrs. Kearby welcomed the vismg ..were Mrs. Varden, Mrs. itors, Mrs. Canady Bellew and
Fralik Wiggins, Mrs. H. H. Bugg, Mrs. Fortner. The latter recently
Mrs Paul Boyd, Mrs. Charles moved here from New Jersey.
co
;,
Rice, Mrs. Robert Burrow and
A delicious luncheon was serv1
Ow"
aott:v.
1."
Miss Martha Taylor.
ed to 11 members and 3 visitors.
The next meeting to be with
MISS VADA BELL WARD
Mrs. S. A. Waggoner in May.
AND CARL PUCKETT, JR.'S
4MION
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
111
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Ward have
and
spent
E State
Perry
engagement
the
A.
L.
Mrs.
and
announced
Dr.
Exchange Furniture
Line
Phone 483
approaching .marriage of their Sunday with relatives in GreenCompany
daughter, Vada Belle, to Carl field, Tenn.
Phone 35
207 Church St.
Sunny) Puckett, Jr., son of Mr.
R. A. Green has returned from
and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr., of the Baptist Hospital in Memhis
Union City Highway_
phis and is doing nicely
The vvedding will be solem- home on Cedar street.
nized in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
Miss Ward is an honor grad- have returned from a vacation
uate of South Fulton High School trip to Ft. Smith and Hot Springs
and is now studying art and com- Ark.
merce at Murray State College.
Ernest Khourie has returned
She is a member of the Portfolio to his home in Columbus, Ohio,
Club.
after a visit to his mother. Mrs
Mr. Puckett is a graduate of Alex Khourie
Fulton High School. During
Mi. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
War Il he served three years in land children, Gertrude and John
business
in
now
is
He
the Navy.
M. were Sunday guests of his
v,.ith his father.
Mrs. John
parents, Mr. and
Thompson and Mrs. Ida Pegram
McGINNIS-HORRES
of
west
town.
ENGAGEMENT IS
Mrs. E. H. Helm and Mrs. E.L.
ANNOI'NCED TODAY
to
McMurchy have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Filbert their home in Duncan, Miss.
McGinnis of West Riverland Ter- They were the guests of many W_
race James Island, Charleston, social affairs while here.
S. C. are today announcing the
of
Mrs. Herbert Goodman
engagement of their daughter, Clinton attended the Moore-Ma- —=Marrietta to Mr. Alan Dixon han wedding Saturday.
Horres, son of Mrs. John Jacob
Mrs. George Moore and ReginHorres of Charleston.
ald Williamson left Tuesday for
The wedding will be solemniz- a weeks visit with friends and
ed on June 11 in Charleston.
relatives in Nashville, Tenn
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
Miss McGinnis is the daughter
Mrs. F. A. Homra, Mrs. J. H.
of the former Mary Norman of Patterson, Jr., and Mrs. Ralph
Fulton and the granddaughter of Breeden attended the Strawber,
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111il!!lill!!1!!!1 !111111111111111111111MINNIIII111111111111111111
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The Woman s rage

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

It is not unusuai
for a bushel of

"PIONEER

Hybrid Seed Corn
to produce up to 750
tsabels of
Sound Quality
Cornin the Crib

Roomful

Do You Know of any Other Farm
Investment that costs so little

andPays so well as

'PIONEER

Hybrid Se
•••••••.)

Personals

11111111Mmoz

Prices Reduced!
SAVE $35.75

213"

ilrestone

8 cu.ft. REFRIGERATOR
A real value at this
price! Their's ample
storage space for
the average flmily.
Has roomy freezer
compartment — two
"tilt-out" aluminum
ice cube trays with
handy ejector. Also
plenty of room for
meats or extra ice
cubes in the glass
. bolder. Three
11-ez.,
full-wAth shelves
plus bottle space for
maximum shelf storage: glass covered
crisper for moist
cold storage of fruits
and vegetable& 6year warranty.

SAVE $19.65
Vg€0 744 Veg

9785

;Firestone
WASH ER
Soiecial 7eatate4
• Family size porcelain tub
holds up to 8 lba. of dry
wash.
• Proven three vane agltatot
gets clothes cleaner.
• Large vrringer with semisoft rolls and Instant safety
release.
• Antomatic revereible drabsboard.
• Never needs oiling — flay
guaranteed.
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CALL 75

SAWYER'S MARKET

A Day to Remember
There are days throughout the year that you SHOULD
remember, but forget to do so. They MAY pass without too
much sorrow .... but there is ONE day in the year that is
quite apart from the rest.
THAT day you should not forget to remember. That is
next Sunday, May 8, and is the day on which you remember
your Mother.
It doesn't matter what you send for remembrance, nor
whether or not it comes from Kasnow's .... but Do remember
your Mother on Her day. All that she wants to hear, all that
she hopes to know, is that you have not forgotten her.
Send Mother something ... large or small.

IquIpped with Drain Pump

reStO II it
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY
412 LAKE ST.

PHONE 10

410

FULTON
HATCHERY

L. KASNOW
.
r AKE STREET

6, l'.;49

Friday-,

MOTHER'S DAY --- MAY 8

Large Sizes!
Half Sizes!
•SHANTUNGS
•LINEN
•BEMBERGS
°RAYONS
•COTTONS
All Washable!
Half Sizes
14 to 261 2
Straight Sizes
16 to 44

Softy styled dresses in fine
gentle colors .. and a sure
fit for you!

Deihl ghl
INC.

AM NON FIREMAN Dtausnos
'The remarkable Down Draft Jet, in actual operation,
has cut cost of stoker firing as much as 30°,. The
Down-Draft Jet is available OPliy on the new Iron
Fireman Coal-Flow stoker.

Stainless Steel Tuyeres Now
Guaranteed for 5 years!

Get the facts
about this outstanding stoker.
Convenient
terms. Come in,
phone or mail

coupon.

Sectional stainless steel tuyeres on the Iron
Fireman Coal-Flow stoker give top combustion
efficiency. They are so dependable and long lasting
that the factory guarantees them for 5 years.

CITY COAL COMPANY
PHONE 51

Stewards and others who work- I
ed so diligently in order to make
the local 560 open hou9e party
success. It was a success and
, we all had a great time. We en. joyed the band, all the jokes
'except •one," very much. Here's
hoping we have another one real
I soon. I still think Butch should
Originated in 1937
have won the contest.
Aleen, why were you crying
Don't
you think
"T" SECTION
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle Saturday?
Carrye Lee Etheridge
spent the weekend with Mr. and Frances McAlister and I sing
the Ole Gray Mare. beautifully?
Mary Melton underwent an Mrs. J. A. Parker in Paducah
Gus, any day now we expect
operation Monday at Haws HosMr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander
to see ,,xou come to work with
pital. We hope Mary has a very spent the weekend with the
speedy recovery and is back ‘to formers father, L. D. Alexander short pants on.
Leo, when you hang a bass
in Cayce.
work with us very soon.
Richard Holloway, Jack Aust- with a rod and reel, you're supGlenda Spraggs, J. T. Via and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Sugg spent in and Neal Ethridge spent Sun- posed to reel him in, instead of
day afternoon in Columbus, Ky. yanking him in, like you would
Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wiggins with a liae and pole. I betcha
Mr and Mrs. Claude Williams
and daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. and family. Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Red and Bailey jumped in after
their fii•st bass.
Daniel Williams and son spent Wiggins and family and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs, Carl Greer, Mr.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mrs. Darrel Wadlington spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Dar- and Mrs. Buster Teague and LaWilliams.
quita_ spent Sunday afternoon in
Bonnie Sanders missed Thurs- rel Wray.
Jackson. Ora, Jean hasn't decidFreddie
Roberts
spent
the
day_ and Friday because of illed yTt you're gonna roll the light
ness Gene Callis very ably took weekend in New Orleans, La
I don't know what my moth- down in order to make it cooler.
over Bonnie's job In the thread
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sanford
room. See, Gene you did get your er's idea was but she planted and son spent Saturday evening
her coin purse with $20 in it
name in the paper.
last Saturday and didn't find it with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gill
Ruth Herndon and Mary Sam- until late
Sunday. Will someone and Carolyn.
ons are both still away from please tell her you can't grow
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs
work because of illness. Ruth money.
Odis Harrison on the birth of a
is supposed to be back with us
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins son, Odis Lynn.
Monday, (we hope), and Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ruddle alvisited
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jefvery soon.
so on the lirth of a son, Michel
Hey, Raymond, was the wasp fress Sunday afternoon. Patricia Lynne.
Ann Jeffress is ill with measles.
after you or y-our dog? ? ?
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Bard atCcingratulations Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Devvey Ligon and
family were guests in the home Billy Ruddle on the birth of a tended the birthday dinner in
son.
honor of the former's brother,
of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Austin,
Happy birthday Henry Davis. Roy Bard. Ann, Sidney would
Sunday.
The
like
day
was
May
to have gone.
3.
Our deepest skmpathy goes to
Wedding bells for Juanita DavCora Gladfelter whose father
"B" SECTION
idson and Andrew Walters who
died last week. Cora left Saturwere marr2d Saturday afterMartha Luther
day for her home in PennsylvanMr. and Mrs. Harry Grimes, noon with the Rev, Charles L.
ia.
Houser
officiating.
Attention all fish: Beware of John Freeman and Mrs. Elizabeth
NIr. and Mrs. James Robertson
the members of the fly section Pope spent Sunday in Paris visitvisited
Columbus
Sunday.
bearing down on you Saturday, ing Mr. and Mrs. Harry Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond WalMay 7th, armed with worm bait- and son
lace
and
Gary,
Mary
Katherine
Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthew's
ed hooks and a bring home the
bacon look in their eyes. (That is and Nancy arid Mrs. Lennie Mat- Hale and- 'Glenn Brooks attended
thews enjoyed a fish supper Fri- the Hayloft Frolic at Union City
if all plans work out).
day night in the home of Mr. and Armory Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs Kirby Hood, 112.r.
Mts. Avery McIntyre and farniMARY NELL PAGE
and Mrs. Leon Johnson attendMiss Betty Jane Forrest of 1Y•
. I, ed a dance at the High Schooll
Will asked a newly married
Memphis spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. man of a longer married friend auditorium in Martin Sunday
of his: "What should I call my night.
Nathan Forrest.
Mrs. C. D. Green of Detroit. wife's mother? I don't want to
Mich., is visiting her sister, Mrs call her mother-in-law nor do I Accurate
ogatives_feel right in calling ner mother."
FraPI Taylor and othev
Will replied his friend, I can
of near Fulton.
WORKMANSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey and only tell you my own experience.
At Low Cost
_
The
first
year
we
were
married
Pa
Mrs. Linda Ditoore were in
Jt
Olocks and Time
I
addressed
my
wife's
mother
as
Saturday
afternoon.
ducah
es of All Kinds AccurateMary Nell Page spent Tuesday "Say." After.that we simply call- ly
ilepaired at LOW Cost by—
night of last week with Helen ed her "Grandma."
Mrs Edna Hale visited Mr. and
ANDREWS
NaM
il.r. and Mrs. Barney Yates Mrs. allfford Hall of Chicago
-Jewelry Com
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Midyett weekend before last. Mr. Hall
spent Sunday afternoon with is a patient in the LS. Hospital
Mrs. Ancie Yates, Maggie Yates Edna I thought you stayed home
and washed dishes all the time.
and 011ie Yates.
Nadine Harris attended the fuMr. and Mrs. L. C. Nelson
;rent Sunday ithth Mr. and Mrs. neral of Darrel Wilson at FreeOtis LeCornu In the afternoon mont last Friday.
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Gill and
tl.ey visited E.L. LeCornu.
Hester Pirtle is spending a few Carolyn spent Sunday with Mr.'
';,vs with his wife and daughter. and Mrs. Dewey Gill of Martin.
Mr. Pirtle is employed in De- ' Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smith and
son spent Sunday with the form ,oit, Mich.
M:.. and Mrs. Baker Cosby are er's brother, George Smith and
:pending the week with the lat- Mr. and Mrs. W. L. McClure of
ters :parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.H. Columbus.
I wonder who the replacement
,o,ig near Fulgham.
girl was that worked Saturday
with one eye open and one closed
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton
Yates ,
spent tlie weekend with the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Mansfield of near Dukedom.
Mrs. Esther Ferguson spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr.
A Complete Service and Mrs. John Harris of Hickman.
On ..
Mr and Mrs. Aubrey Burn and
Cars-Trucks-Tractors Danny, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Groves and Jackie and Mrs. GafWe also have a complete ford spent Sunday at Kentucky
Lake fishing.
!ine of radiators and cores.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrison

iteesed 7totic
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY

Mother's Day Gifts of

e.dia

Kept Refrigerated For Factory Freshness!

give me further informa- 1
rI tionPlease
on the Iron Fireman stoker

REASONABLE PRICES

with Down Draft Air let and
Tuyeres with S-Year Guarantee- I
i Name

Fulton Radiator Serv.

‘ddreim

enjoyed a fish supper at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Stinnett Saturday night.
Mrs Martha Hutson and Joe
and Mrs. Lera Gardner spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Killebrew. Mr. and Mrs.
Julis Molar and Linda Carol
Barham of Chicago are also visiting them. Little Linda Carol is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Malcolm Barham of Chicago. Mrs
Barham is the former Elizabeth
Killebrew
Congratulations: Eula McGill.

Jimmy McClendon
•
Phone 822
Depot St.

GRUM FORD V-8 RECONDITIONED
MOTOR EXCHANGE
INSTALLED IN YOUR CAR OR TRUCK

For $149.50
(If old block is not cracked)

7'he abore price includes Clutch Exchange,
Labor and Oil

ALFALFA THRIVES
ON FOUR-LEAF

GENUINE FORD BATTERIES

$14.95 EXCHANGE
Lowest discount to Garages.
PtIOS

J.V.CASH MOTOR CO.
LAKE STREET, EXT.

For a huge increase
io alfalfa growth
and a richer alfalfa
for your livestock,
apply FOUR LEAF
Powdered Rock
ATE Phosphate.

MA pas...wars made en Ito two

,

Charles T. Cannon
Route 5,

Fulton, Ky

or wit* Pet THOMSON PHOSPHA711 CO.
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, ID.

tongs. Blood Waved.
&med. straight
run or started
'hicks. Priced
right.
KENTUCKY HATCHERY. All LeadIng 13re•di
D. D. NM,.Pros. 137 W.4th St.. Lesington.Ky

Keep Sniiling

PHILLIPS'
Chiropractic Office
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate
MICRO-DYNAMETER
X-RAY

Phone 1525
222 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

Hollingsworth
HOBBY BOXES in
1, 2, 3-1b. sizes

SCOTT'S
TIN SHOP
East State Line
Phone 471

Fulton

Roofing, Gutters
Dou-n Spouts
Heating and Air
Conditioning Eqpt.
Stanless Steel, and
Aluminum Work.

Other HOLLINGSWORTH boxes in
I -lb. sizes.

E. M. (Scotty) SCOTT,
JOHN WHITAKER

You'r
0144••
Know
N Need
No One

AROoftlfARIM
II

WHITMAN'S
SAMPLER
I and 2-1h. boxes.

the

We have Whitman's
Glo-wyn,
and Antique in one
and 2-1b. boxes.

new

PHANTOMOLD

No button need sbow
ID the ear

CITY DRUG COMPANY
C. H. McDaniel, Pharmacist; Owner
408 Lake St.

Phones 70 428

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

7,4,006.R.4,/
You Cani

Guts Stoker Firing Costs—
as much as 30%

FULTON,
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Picture yourself with a
new -Phantomold on your
Beltone Hearing Aid. You're poi
and relaxed e'en in group COM
nation. And no one need know you
wearing a hearing aid!
See this newest hearing
improsement. Drop in
at the office today. Or,
mail coupon for valuable
fret txx)klet.

• freetereed 1
Geed lierebee
MONO-PAC
One Uri, /bearing AN

O. A. ROLAND
Box

727.

PADUCAH, I

Beltone Hearing Service
Box 721'. Paducah, Ky.

I

nblit.a
Please send roe without cost orfacts
at
of
ter re, FREE Booklet Overcome
k
DEAFNESS and How to
Nur*
Address
Tows

A Sentimental (

$27.00 Down—$U3 A VOA

-(4.0 Mkt 0;
(raw

FOR THIS GENUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED
1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within reach of every
home. Look at all the great
features you get with Hotpoint!

MOOR Itt.31

• Fast-starting Colrod& Units!
• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler!
• 1-plece body, all-steel construction!
• Deepwell Cooker•Cooking Chart!
• Oven Rack Guide & Broiler Measure!
• Acid-resisting top, porcelain finish!

WHY WAIT!
Those blg savings
you've wanted are
HERE! Come In now—
see Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and HomeLaundry ApplicinCaS.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
2 Stores:— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540

aliz-ZAJL,
1 Phone 201

WRSAGES of R
Iris and other fl
CUT FLOWERS:
and Spring Bowl
BLOOMING PLA:
geas, Gloxinias,

MEMBER: Florisi
We wire flower

SCOW; 1
Te
ee.t
T.!ain

Friday-,
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RICEVILLE

IF. S. Paliorson

Mrs. E. E. Brockman
CHICKS
Stock raised oa rich
NIrs.
Douglas Smith and son,
range. Blood toiled.
roomy spent Friday in Clinjested. straight
run or started
'on visiting with her sister, Mrs.
thick". Priced
..'.
Bailey.
KENTUCKY HATCHERY. All Leadlog Braeds
Mr and Mrs. O. C. Wallace
D. D. Blade. Pros. 337 W. Ma
LeniristuolEy.
-nd Henry Isley are here from
St. Louis visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Weimer Wallace and fam:ly.
Keep Sniffing
Burgess
Mr. and Mrz. Buell
Tina Bone of
Rosy Clair,
linias spent Sunday zwith Mr.
and Mrs. Delton Bone.
Chiropractic Office
Mrs. Jim Oliver and children,
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Betty and Jimmie, and
little
Palmer Graduate
Freddie Dale Harper spent the
week-end in Paducah.
511CRO-DYNAMLYER
Rev. Randell
Johnson
and
X RAY
family were Sunday guests
of
Mr. and Mrs. Dulen Adkins.
Phone 1525
222 Lake St.
Joel Thompson has accertted a
Fulton, Ky.
Job at th eAcock's Tourist Cabins in Unionfri ty.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther /Ione of
Kevil, Kentucky,
are visiting
NIr and Mrs. Delton Bone.
Mr. and Mrs. Weimer Wallace
And children, Mrs. Sidney Carzind Jerry and Vergil Adams
pent Sunday with J. P. Adams
,n Paducah.
Fulton
.ist State Line
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Smith
Phone 471
ctildren spent Sunday afH•rnoon with Mr. and MP6. Paul
Roofing, Gutters
H:nbley and family.
Mrs. E. E.
Brockman • spent
Down Spouts
,•,,t Thursday with Mrs. M. W
Heating and Air
joff ess.
airs. M D. Merryman is still
- Conditioning Eqpt.
in Haws Hospital.
Stanless Steel, and
-Congratulations to Mr.
and
Mrs. Cone on birth of a daughAluminum Work.
t,,r. Mrs. Cope is daughter of
'Ars. Elmer Hawks of Riceville.
E. M. (Scotty) SCOTT,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Underwood
JOHN WHITAKER
nd children, Charles and Nancy
:,• Sunday guests of Mr. and
Bill Bradley and family. .
and Mrs. E. E.
Brock•,
vis:ted Mrs Fred
Wade
i;,day afternoon Mrs. Wade is
Y°U"
A/0We.
iant in Bushart hospital.
6 The B. T. U. will meet Sunday
A10
" e Need
Vim
night at Methodist church at 6

a Stanley Party.
Mr. and Mrs. Orby Bushart
are remodeling their house.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Scott of
Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Bison McGuire and son of Pulton and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Murphy were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
Pinley Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum, Mrs.
Allene Lowry and Mrs. Evelyn
in
Paducah,
Melton shodped
Tuesday.

The Crosley Choir

PHILLIPS'

SCOTT'S
TIN SHOP

OW

NO OM

l(r

with

FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Con
Several of the neighbors,have
in their
installed telephones
homes. They are Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Underwood and Mr. and
Mrs. G. C. Petty.
A housekeeping shower was
given in the home of Mrs. Luke
Fulcher last week in honor of
Miss Ida Taylor, bride-elect of
James H. McMillen.
Margaret Cruce spent Thursday afternoon with her sister-inNeely, law, Mrs. Junior Cruce.
The famed Crosley Choir, under direction of Uberto
Sunday at 8:30
Miss Juanita Davidson and
present the hymns and religious music heard each
Road" program. Buster Walters were married
a.m., EST, on WLW's "Church By The Side Of The
Saturday afternoon in Fulton.
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
in
killed
was
who
Williams
don
Mrs Mary Collins.
Luther Pannell were Glyn PanMr. and Mrs. Joe McPhearson I Germany, March 1, 1945. His
Williams nell, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Phipps
of Murray spent Sunday with mother, Mrs. Hazel
and Brenda, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
NIr. and NIrs. Ernest Williams. i now resides in Paducah.
Syndier, Mrs. Pearl Davidson
Mr. and Mrs. Powell Melton
Mrs. Mae Taylor and Mrs.
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Busand Shery Mr. and Mrs. Elbert va, Windsor spent Sunday with
ter Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Les
Webb were Sunday dinner guests • Lee Olive and Mr and Mrs. Jack
Cruce and Margaret and Mr. and
of
Work
Willie
Mrs.
and
of Mr.
Olive.
Mrs. Junior Cruce.
the
attended
Dukedom. All
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bob TanMrs. Mary Nell Gossum was
Show in Fulton Sunray evening i
along wtih Mr. anr Mrs. Jack hostess Thursday to 22 ladies ner spent the weekend with Mr.
; when they met at her home Aar and Mrs. Robert Myers.
Olive.
Mr. and Mrs Tommie Moore,
NIr. and Mrs B. G. Lowry, Mr.,
and Mrs. Edd Mount, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Orby Bushart Sunday '
afternoon.
Mrs. Helen Floyd spent Mon- '
day afternoon with Mrs. Euelyn 1
Melton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum
and boys spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burnal !

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hawks
°Fri
°
fillg
new
the
ptrit Sunday in South
Fulton L°wrY'
Funeral services were conduct- '
•.•11 relatives.
PHANTOMOLD
Rev. J. F. McNlinn will fill ed Sunday at Old Bethel for Gor-1
his regular appointment Sunday
No button need show
night at Methodist church
at
in the ear
7:30. Everyone
is invited
to ,
Fairbanks-Morse
.oine. This is Bro. McMinn's last "A Name lorth Remembering"
Picture yourself with a
appointment before the Annual i
Dew -Phantornold on your
Water Systems
Belton( Hearing Aid. You're poised Conference.
end relaxed even in group coolerMr. and Mrs. E E. Brockman • WATER SOFTENERS
!Nation. And no one need know yott're :ifid Sue visited Mr. L. R. Wade ,
wearing a hearing aid!
nd family near Cayce Sundayl • WELL DRILLING
z!fternoon. Mr. Wade suffered a • WELL REPAIRING
See this newest hearing
troke last fall and has been in
improsement. Drop in
since he had the stroke. ...
H. E. GRIGGS
at the office today. Or,
Mis. Leon Hawks spent Monmail coupon for valuable
1199-R—Fulton Hiway
Phone
day with Mr.,,Hawlifs mother in
free booklet.
Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton.
Little Bobby MerrN•man has
•-en admitted to Haws Hospital.
Jonelle Madding is entertainMONO-PAC
g a few friends Wednesday afCae Ono H.o.no
7.:rnoon with a birthday party.
O. A. ROLAND
visited little
S:,e Brockman
KY.
PADUCAH,
sox 727,
SunLarry Gardner of Cayce
da.; afternoon.
Fuller
Mr. anti Mrs. Valace
I
Beltone Hearing Service
ave moved to their new home.
Pox 7?...". Paducah Ky.
Please send roe without caw or nblistatiort.
nee, FREF Booklet of facts show
DEAFNESS and How eci Overcome h.

Name
Address
Tow.

Sur

PILOT OAK
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
(Toe late for last week)
NI:s. Jean Nlorris and girls
spi nt Saturday afternoon with

A Sentimental Gift for Mother----

DRIVE-IN CAFE

SUMMER LUBRICATION
Winter's over. Most cars need a change to thicker grease in
transmission and rear axle. Our Summer-time lubrication by
factory-specified chart stops wear, save repair bills.

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

Why N More
24,26c
ETHYL

REGULAR

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
IVe handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

WE GUARANTEE OUR GASOLINE to perform in your Car
as well as any now being sold in this trade territory. YOU
MUST BE SATISHED OR YOUR MONEY CHEER-FULLY
REFUNDED.

POLSGROVE

SEE US for the BEST DEAL IN TOWN on tires and tubes. WS
sell Goodyear.

SERVICE STATION

Road and Wrecker service DAY and NIGHT

Phone 9193

Mayfield Hi-Way

PIPELINE GAS CO.
Lake Street and State Line

Phone 9188

These pricesfeature
Txtras"thatate
IF you're price c.onscious these days as
1 you shop for new cars, you've probably
made a big discovery.
It's important to find out what the price includes—particularly in the normal "spread"
between list and delivered prices.
Take these Buick prices given here. All of
them, as the panel tells you, cover such
universally wanted accessories as radio and
antenna, heater and defroster, windshield
washers and built-in back-up lights.
These are individually itemized on your
bill of sale. Not itemized, but still included
in your Buick when you get it, are many
things that classify as extra-cost items on
many other cars.
For instance, Foamtex seat cushions are an
extra value on Buick SUPERS and ROADMASTERS that cost you nothing extra. You

,,,S
,
vororogir.

DELIVERED AT YOUR DOOR
INCLUDING RADIO, UNDERSEAT HEATER, DEFROSTER,
WINDSHIELD WASHERS, BACK-UP LIGHTS—AND DYNAILOVII
DRIVE ON ROADMASTER MODELS.

get direction signals, rear wheel shields, a
flexible steering wheel, an air cleaner, an
oil filter, a clock—all included in the basic
list price. On all ROADMASTERS, these
prices even cover Dynaflow Drive as standard equipment, not an extra-cost item.
Included also, of course, are such Buick
extra values as Fireball power, which you
get nowhere else—all-coil springing, almost
an exclusive—the widest rims in the industry—and that very special and desirable
solid Buick feel.
So—check the "extras" when you price
today's cars. Check the "deal" too, and
make sure it's as fair and aboveboard as the
Buick sales policy.
We're pretty sure what your conclusion will
be when you see what stepped-up production is doing to deliveries. You'll decide
"Buick's the buy!"—and get your order in.

SPECIAL SERIES
—114w SPECIALS are now under development and
prices will be announced when production cp.
this series is resumed.

565
51
56C
59

SUPER SERIES
2-Door Sedanet (Illustrated)•
• •
4-Door Sedan
Convertible
Estate Wagon
•

•

•

•

$2395301
$2495.710
$2873.91111
$3456.81

ROADMASTER SERIES
Including Dynaflow Drive

765 2-Door Sedanet.
4-Door Sedan . • • •
71
76C Convertible
• • •
Estate Wagon
79
•

•

•

$3095.710
$3195.90
$3435.80
$1025.20

State ond local taxes, if any, extra. Dynallow Drive optional
at extra cost on SUPER models White sidewall tires option.,"
of mitres cost on MI models. All prices subject to change with
out notice. Prices may vary slightly in adjoining communitionbecause of transportation charges.

MORE CZEARLY PON efiR

41
6

CORSAGES of Roses, Orchids, Carnations,
$2.25 to $10
Iris and other flowers __
CUT FLOWERS: Roses, Carnations, Glads
$3 and up
and Spring Bouquets
BLOOMING PLANTS: Geraniums, Hydrangea,s, Gloxinias, Mixed Boxes etc $2 and up
ME,VBER: Florists' Telegraph Delivery Ass'n
We wire flowers anyukre in the world.

Scote; Floral Shoppe
Telephone 20-J
Fulton, Ky.
`;'. 1 1 2,Iain Street

•

When Fetter nntomobillna
nfe /milt
build them

-17..Tzw

sr

Tune in HENRY I. TAYLOR. ABC Network. every Monday wenwis

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
4-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

Fioiodray, May 6, I
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General Electric Table Radios
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Clarice Shop

CITY ELECTRIC

SALE!

10 Per Cent REDUCTION

BLONDIES BIG DEAL

CHAS. W. BURROW

ELECTRIC RANGE

FREE!
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'',,PYPiAN

ON SATURDAY, JUNE 4111

SEE—

e• UMW KM •0...1*IN DAM

Cartoon and Fox News
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

Fulton Pure Milk Co.
—A Home Industry,
Helping Fulton Grow.
4th St.

44 was moons
'

B SUPPLY

B

Phone 813-J

For Jailer
Harry Poynor
For Tax Assessor
fllmer Murchison

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF!

IT'S THE CHICK NEWS OF THE YEAR!

IIKA CIIASI • 11101INT STACK

L. es ot Holly);0041 and
t'oX NEWS

THE FINEST RIDING AND DRIVING More Corn...Less Cob
EVER BUILT INTO A TIRE!
With Southern States Hybrids;
1 :s.RoirtLitisrEir

I
w
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Don't guess about your next tires.
Know you're getting the best value
—the best ride—the greatest mileage. Make our completely convincing pre-purchase tests today.

WILD BILL ELLIOTT
in

SAN ANTONIO KID
comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
MARLENE DIETRICH
JOHN WAYNE
O
in

SEVEN SINNERS
Added Comedy
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DONALD O'CONNER
OLGA SAN JUAN
in

ARE YOU WITH IT
plus
HELEN WALKER

CALLING
NORTH SIDE 777
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Yes, Purina Research has done
chicks
again. In Research tests.
Stamina
grew 12°. taster on NEW
Ch•cket-Etts than on 1948 Start.
BEST
ena mash — which was the
and
Purina EVER made lor life your
start
to
growth. Be sure
chicks this year on Purina startever!
eau Checker•Etts— the best

ear on the left. The aeter
Take a look at that big healthy
the small but well-fined"
with the deep, golden kernels and
Hybrid ear. And it meow*
cob. It's a typical Southern States
corn for you to ma
more corn for you to feed. And more
— shoelP
You see the difference for yourself
and asee
out a Southern States Hybrid ear
goF
ordinary hybrid ear to compore. You'll
rn States- ;
more shelled corn from the Southe
thew!
Hybrid. Remember, a few dozen of
alf
extra kernels per ear makes a whale
yield.
total
your
in
nce
differe

•Up to 60% more safe miles
•Original skid protection renewable
for life of tire
•Famous Air Ride tomfort
•America's greatest safety tire

nts YOUR PRESENT WHEELS
We Have a Full Line of

CORN
SOY BEANS AND SEED
area, including

especially adapted for this
ARKSOY,
EARLY S-100,. OGDEN,
VIRGINIA Bp\VN BEANS
PFISTER hybrid, Ky. 103,
FUNK'S "G" Hybrid,
POLLINATED seed corn
U. S. 13, and OPEN

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
g
Custom Seed Cleanin

PHONE 620

Custom Grinding and Mixing

s . . . the hybrids *air
So ask for Southern States Hybrid
guaranteed, theirar-Double
cob.
less
on
corn
more
grow
yields.
bigger
of
nce
your assura

FREE
Check-Up
SERVICE
• Headlight Inspection
• Wheel Alignment Check
•Tire Inspection
•Prompt service by skilled
mechanics

S. S. Hybrids (flat kernels, yellow)
S. S. Hybrids (flat kernels, white)

UP $Q32 ITZTIVissws
TO j Rayal Masters

S. S Hybrids (round kernels, yellow)

SSA',

S. S. Hybrids (round kernels, white)

$6-411

Othor sties propertioaattei lagber

FULTON, KY.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

MVO

SWAP

NOW

$10.40

SPECIAL TRADE-IN

BURKS PONTIAC COMPANY
ITH and DEPOT STS.

SgAS

AND

SAVE

Fulton

Phone 399
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4—We Handle
Only

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
N CHURCH ST.
9
PHONE 183
FULT1OG

Whitnel-Horabeali
Funeral Home

Bill Pannal and children of Har-,
ris.
Willis Howard Hicks spent the
Fulton with relaweek-end in
tives.
Fulcher
Mr. and Mrs. Julius
and Myrtle, Mr. and Mrs. Bud
children, Nancy,
Fulcher and
Gene and Julius Lee were Satthe
urday evening visitors in
Mrs. Raymond Sutton is im- community and -attended church
proving. after being quite sick. at the Mission.
She is sti; under the doctors
treatmercf at Jones Clinic
Why get all worked up about
Georgia May
is the price of butter? It can be
Eddington
spending a few weeks with her made from grass. All you need is
ister and family, Mr. and Mrs. a cow and a churn
Monday evening with Itfr. and
Mrs. Edgar Grissom.
Robert Watts was working on
a pond on his farm on the State
Line when his tractor turned
voer and caught him under it.
Mr. Watts is in the Fulton Hospital but' is
thought not to be
seriously hurt. The accident occured Thursday afternoon.

1

Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Int,

Th's still gold in them thar red
hills.
To say it with another twist:
Don't sell our clay subsoil short.
Last year thousands of fields
with all topsoil gone and after
indifferent attempts at fertility
resoration, yielded 70 bushels of
corn. The .best treatment this
land had received was a year or
two's rest with mixed grasses and
some grazing. In a less favorable
year it would have produced 40
bushels to the acre.
Thirteen years ago I looked at
an eroded, gullied field and told
a real estate agent I didn't want
it at any price. Subsequent we
dup up three lines of tile in a 30
acre field alongside the hills and
found the "made" soil to be 20
inches deep on the average. That
much topsoil had washed down
off the hillsides.

When your doctor writes out a
prescription, he orders, 'custommade' medicine for yOU. There can
never be anything else 'just as
good' or 'practically the same
thing.' it is either exactly as he orders it—or it isn't right.
When you bring his prescription to us you are assured ol
having it filled just as he specifies.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
C, H. McDANIEL, TOM YtADDOX
PHONES 70, 428
408 LAKE STREET

Ne v Shipments, Now Unpacked

HEATHER
MADEMOISELLE
HOLLY
BRIGHTON
NAVARRE
FORMALITY
AMERICAN
COLONY

Daily Rates
$1.25 and up
When in Fulton, Visit The

C:

EARLE HOTEL

BARCELONA and LARIAT
Also Jubilee Pottery in Lorely Soft Pastels

"FULTON'S FINEST"
Ne v Heating System — Newly Rernodeied

A. Huddleston Company

FREE PARKING
WEEKLY RATES
85.00

W. J. LARION, Mgr.

Phone 120

212 Main Street

A

This little piece is written to
counteract the possible impresof
sion created in the minds
land owners by enthusiastic soil
conservationist that erosion is all
but hopeless destruction of fertility.
JOINT—means a place of union
of t vo bones, when movable one
upon the other

Really reclamation of our red
clay hills is as much a part of the
soil conservation as prevention
of erosion. It is an all-important
factor in state-wide conversion of
hill land from grain production
into pastures and livestock raising.
Don't sell Kentucky's red hills
short!

JOINT—also means a place of Lcunion of two pieces of lead
PiPe.

Happy Mo thers' DAy and i bet
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your glad your not a )(other 100 years ago.
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Teacher
get

work to have t o

t was hard

Mrs. Edgar Grissom
NIr. and Mrs Raymond Boaz
spent Thursday
and children
Mrs. Raymond
I with Mr. and
Sutton and family.
and
Mrs. Bill Weatherford
were
Aaron,
r sons, Billy and
I Wednesday night guests of Mrs.
I Weatherford's sisiter - in - law,
Mr.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom and
Grissom. The Weatherford's are
from Baldwin, Miss.
Quite a good number attended
r both services at the State Line
Mission Saturday evening and
afternoon. Rev. Baird
Sunday
brought the message.
Mrs. Charlie Phillips and sons,
Charles and Robert, spent the
friends
and
past week with
relatives in Fulton.
Mrs. Josie Hicks is quite ill
daughter,y
at the home of her
Mrs. Leon Moore.
Mr. and Mrs Sam Anderson]
Mrs.
Mr. and
and children,
Vance Hicks and daughter, Edna attended the all day services
God
Assembly of
at Cayce
Church Sunday celebrating the ,
15th birthday of the church.
Harris spent
Leroy Hicks of
Saturday night with hie'aunt and
ri-.1e, Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird spent

,

... and we also handle New Fixtures

e Sell Fixtures
We Install Them
(). Service Them

ir. JONES & SON

PLUMBING — HEATING — COAL

your own water and

house abd waah and then iron

hawl it to the

PHONE 702

with iron irons.. They had candles too and had to winit
s
up *leek. clocks every nighT insted of

117771

puttin g in a plug with electricity.

c..)
And they had ti fight Indians and had no
ra4io or moovies or
I guess its better

to be a MOther

oli;J
and a washer and iron and lights

and a vack
And becaus

to cleam with and every thing.

Dad says the eleciric is aims the cheapest bill hes able
to pay any more , we thing a pop Km' up

- toaster is a swell present for

•

Come in and seiect yours
ir large assortfrom
ment. lie ready to plant
.:arly this year.

any thing or tellavision even.

today with a refigg referrig electric icebox

vels

Mothers' raY.
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Bedding Plants

DECOR TORS CHOOSE OUR PAPERS

Coleus
Lantana
lragon;
Petunias
Sweet Alyssum
7,alvia and Others

Verbena

r.:ecorators insist upon clean colors and
perfection of design in wallpaper That's why our

Gladiola Bulbs

fine wallpapers are the first choice You too. will

Tomato and Pepper Plants

prefer them—and we have variety enough for

BONE MEAL for
Rose Fertilizer

every room. Stop in and select yours today.

Exchange Furniture Co.
PHONE 35

HILTON HATCHERY .
t state
1.1,

•-;

Line

Phone

We put 89 centsof our money for it Dad helped a little
too.
HELEN 4AYES STARS IN THE ELECTRIC INEATRE

rose Sprays

107 CHURCH ST.

1

WEST STATE LINE

To wipe a joint correctly is a
skilled job. P. T. JONES &
SON, your ONE TRIP Slumber specializes in Flitted work!

EAST STATE LINE

For Mothers' Day, Spring Brides

On the advice of Frant T.
Street, a field and neighbor, I
bought the hill field. We filled
the gullies with plows, dump
scrapers, set slab dams in them
to hold the dirt in place, applied lime and phosphate, and
sowed a mixture of bluegrass,
hop clover, alsike and lespedeza.
Now we have a good bluegrass
dasture. It took five years to develop the pasture. Most of the red
clay soil in Kentucky is much
easier to reclaim. Much of it is
not gullied. It all responds to reclamatory legumes and grasses
and to commercial chemical
treatment. More than fifty per
cent of Kentucky's red hills will
go to permanent pasture in the
next few years. Nearly all of
them ought to

(fIrligEMEI*
CUSTOM-MADE
MEDICINE

P.

Lovely Gifts of Glassware and China

TS":

EADQUARTERS

-HEAR 11 EVERY SUNDAY

CBS

PM

CST.

Kentucky Utilities Comptty

1949
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music teacher; choral reading
the Obion school; Readin by I in my column nex. week.
g by
Fulton's Mary Louise Patten,
a
Mrs. H B. Vanderford was
very talented second grade
stu- hostess to a birthday
by
party last
dent of Mrs. Mason.
MATILDA ALLEN
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, Editor Sunday afternoon at the Vanderford
Home
on
McFall street. The
of the Fulton County News
was party was in honor of
Robert
I will bring to you in my own the guest speaker for the mornMarshal
l
who
was four year's
words the event of the Annual ing. She gave a very interesting
old
on
that
day.
Ice
cream, cookField Day and Obion County address on the subject. "Negro
ies and nuts were served to 50 of
Talent Show held at the South Education." Remarks also were
Try Our Daily Dinner
Robert'
s
little
friends
. Balloons
Fulton Rosenwald
and Luncheon Specials.
Grammer made by Mrs. Alberta Bonds, were given to all as
favors.
Mrs.
Supervisor of the Obion County
School last Friday, April
29,
Vanderford was assiste.d in servSchool participating were Ken- Negro Schools
ing by Mrs. J. E. Allen, Treasur
W.
e
E. Turner (white) State
ton, Obion, Rives, South Fulton,
Rogers and Fannie Taylor.
Union City, Martin And Wood- Developer of Negro Education
Robert received seyeral lovely
State
Department, Nashville, gifts,
land Mills. Schedule: 9:30 to 12,
Mrs. Earl Wolf made the
indoor acjivities, 12 to 1, dinner Tenn., Milton Hamilton, Super- birthda
ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEEDS
y cake.
visor
of
Obion County (white)
period: 1 till 4, outdoor activities
, Mr. Cooper, Attendance
CLOVERS: White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike, .A comment of well done and Schools
Mrs.
Thomas Potts of Harrisrating of superior in many in- Teacher (white), Mrs. Ruth burg, Ill., is visiting
her sister,
Sweet, Kobe, Korean. Jap and Seresa
stances should be given to Prof. Ewell, president of Obion Coun- Mrs. Earl Wolf at her
home on
ty Teacher's Association
Adelbert Dumas, principal of
also Iron street.
GRASSES: Blue Grass, Red Top, Timothy, South Fulton Rosenwald school made remarks.
Mrs. Lela Made Drew has
STANDARD OIL products
reOn with the program. Anoth- turned from
and his wonderful staff of teacha short visit to
Rye, Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
ATLAS tires
ers, Mrs. Dumas, Mrs. Chambers, er outstanding event was the Chicago
Mrs. Mason, and Miss Avery and Physical Education Girls class
Greasing — Washing
Mrs. Rebecca King•spent
the
Alfalfa - Soy Beans - Hybrid Seed Corn
co-workers of the county who so from Weakley County Training weekend with her
daughter, Mrs.
s. J. Funks Broadbent and Funks "G."
generously cooperated with him School of Martin, Dressed in long Marie Steven.
Let us clean your radiator with
to bring to Rosenwald school the blue and rose colored dreirses,
outstanding program last Friday. they performed well with dif- Truth
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
our
NEW, amazing process.
comes
from a deep sinferent dances and other physical
We have not witnessed such a
cereity that must always
educati
charon
activiti
es.
The event actei ize heroic
day in Fulton in several years.
Metal Galcanized Roofing
hearts; it is the
was under the direction of Miss
Fertilizers
How proud we people
better side of man's nature
should DemmAree.
defeel after seeing such a grand
veloping iself.
ALL KINDS OF WIRE FENCING
Oh me, I almost forgot to menDukedom highwaY
It,
performance. I am sure some of
Pimie
Mary
Baker
Eddy .
children fell asleep long before tion Prof. Carrie Naughty Peter.
Come In now_nnd get the details of
bed .time Friday night after such I do wish that all the little boys
OUR HIGTREE OFFER!
a full day of activities. They had and girls could have seen Naughbeen working for weeks leading ty Peter all dressed up in his
W'E GRIND AND MIX YOUR OWN FEEDS
up to the great event. Some of bonnie suit and playing his part
We have supplement to mix with your
the children were up and ready well.
feed.
I am indeed glad to say that
to start for Rosenwald at 7 in
our grammar school students had
the morning.
some tough competition from the
The program was well under Senior
School, but I think the
GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEEDS
way at 9:30. Call to order by Junior
students performed as
403 E. State Line
Prof.
Dumas. Audience sung the well as
We will receive Wool in Clinton at
Phones 602 - 603
the high school students.
Negro National Anthem, "Left We
are so proud of our boys and
BACOT'S FEED AND SEED HOUSE on:
Every Voice and' Sing," prayer girls
and hope by next year we
by Mrs, White of Union City; will have
a Senior High S?.hool
Welcome address by Prof. Dum- in Fulton
because to you who do
as; Music by the Miles High not know,
it is badly neeled.
The following prices will be paid:
School of Union City: speaking, Dear
old Rosenwald, how we
Woodland Mills; Skit by Rives love
thee.
Clear Merchantable Wool
School; Music by Rosenwald, FulThere are so/many more things
48c Per Pound
ton Mixed Choir. "Mighty Like a that
I have to say about the
Rose" by choir composed of Eth- Field Day
Light
Burry
and
,
Merin
o
at Rosenwald, but I
38c Per Pound
el Mae Roach, Ruthie
will resume the wonderful day
011ie Hillard, Dorothy Winstead,
Lamb and Cotts Wool
32c Per Pound
Patsy Brown, Tura Atkins, Bobbie Nell Bennett, Mary E. Clay,
Black, Hard Burry. and Clear Dead
30c Per Pound
Veterinary Service
Mary E. Windows, George Chambers, Willie F Smith, Plaiting of
Tags,
Sweep
ings,
and
Trash
y
Dead
05c Per Pound
NO NEED TO CALL
Day or Night
the Maypole, Kenton, under the
For accuratt grades, weights, courteous serrice and promp
direction of Prof Cardwell, was
Phone 807-R
THE TOW-TRUCK GRIM
t
almost perfect and very colorful
payment. sell us your wool.
Or Call 70
with the red. white and blue.
IF YOU BUT KEEP
Story by Kenton school; Music
by Rosenwald Mixed Chorus Dr. H. W.Connaughton
YOUR CAR IN TRIM
3eldon N. Bugg, Clinton, Ky.
BASIL M. BROOKS,
which sang, "Deep River" Skit I
Graduate Veterinarian
Representative
by Miles High School of Union
Wool Buyer,
Located on Martin-Fulton
City: Story by Rives Sdhool;
Madis
onville, Kentucky
' Music by Woodland Mills all
HighwaY.
girls chorus "Now is the Hour"
under the direction-of Prof. CurKeeping your car up is a good
rie. Skit by Rosenwald school
•
way to save money. It may save the expense of a costly acith Earl Chambers, son of Mr.
cident It pays in other ways, too. You'll feel better , .. and
•
ind Mrs. Hall Chambers. playing
do better . . with a good looking, smooth ninning car If
well the part of- Hartwell veho
you're short of cash ... phone or come in and get a friendly
didn't care about getting an edocalion. But after having all his
cash loan You'll like our prompt confidential service.
classmates take a great interest
in him, and gleaning it. he sudto 20 eirtOwat4 le UAW*/ With our new
ltr:Mo • • .
denly- had a dream about all the
20-month repayment plan you get the benefit of lower payschool work he had missed an,11
ments and longer terms.
'le woke tip with a new idea and
turned over a new leaf and started studying for advancement in
education
without
which he
would not get very far. Will
"
Earl is a 4th grade student of
Mrs. Dumas.
NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE STORE
Then there was a story by the
FULTON
311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 1252
Union City school; Music by Fulton "Nobody' Knows the Trouble
I've Seen" under the direction
j of Mrs.
Dumas, outstanding

Seed Prices

News About
Our Colored Friends

ALWAYS A
FRIENDLY WELCOME

are 4oing

DOWN

---get ours before you buy!

RUSHTON'S CAFE, La.utwistaliceusi,HinreoaNt. szpi.ight

Fnendly Service
fir• .14

COLEMAN SERV. STA

WOOL WOOL

A.C.BUTTS & SONS

TUESDAY, MAY 17TH AND TUESDAY, JUNE 6T11

'1301 Dokian

1111111111=1111111111111111111111111111

EXTRA BIG!

A "7"
that has actually
7.7 cu. ft. capacity

%vivo-tate FINANCE CORPORATION Oi

Frigidaire
Master-7

111111(11ffIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPIIIIIIIII,Jil i!i i1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11il !I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1i1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1 1 1 1
•Here's rnore of everything you
want in a new refrigerator. More
space on the inside, more usable
space on the new flat top, mope
freezer space, more moist storage
space for vegetables and fruits,
more dollar value than ever before in a dependable Frigidaire
Refrigerator.

Announcing,

• • •

I --

0••••..,

The Employinent of

—
-4r,±4.`•fde..4

Mr. Fred Bondurant

-•;": 4-7
.i1
:l'elatg&
zr
...
m.
Itt.
:It a
.
t iiTtial

'WA

obwrilir"7/

with all these features —

bn

As Manager of Our Fulton Store

•Famous Meter-Miser
mechanism
•Exclusive Ouickube Trays
and Instant Cube Release

Mr. Bondurant has been connected with the Huddleston
Motor Co., for the past 3 years. Prior to that he was engaged in
farming in this Community and has lived in and around Fulton all his life.
He comes to us well recommended and well qualified and
we feel that we have made another progressive step in the employment of Mr. Bondurant. We know that he will do his best
to help you in any way he can.

„WILL,IIIIMS HARDWARE COMPANY
Phone 169

Fulton, KY.

•Full-width, roller-bearing
Hydrator, glass-topped
•1-piece porcelain interior
•Large Super-Freezer

GRAHAM
WMPS/Infi'7,71///iFIWZIMNIIIMTPW",‘FiregniiiMini

model MJ-7 shown
other 51.1 models
from $209.75

FURNITURE COMPANY

303 Walnut Street
l'Ir lillillirlilip111,1141111111111111'111r,91111r911711114191111111r111111111:illilliplillIIII IIPT11111111111
1*PiliPriN
r
,
r
1.1,11 I ,
,
p;
I „A

'224.75

"VP More Frigidaire Refrigerators
Serve In Pic e American Homes
1
`ny Other Make.

Fulton

Telephone 185
+111111111MISP

41111•111MIIMIllar"
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LATHAM
AND BIBLE UNION
Mr. and Mrs. John Lockridge
past I
had as their guests this
week her brother and his wife,
from
Mr. and Mrs. Eskridge
Lansing, Mich
Mr. and Mrs. Boots Garner
and Dan Parker made a business
trip to Wichita, Kansas last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chess Morrison
'
Mrs. E.M. Griffin. Bonnie Cum- ,
visited
Rea
Clifton
and
mings
Dale Cummings -in Campbell's
Clinic, Memphis, last Sunday. ,
Mrs. Mignone Morrison and
Mrs. Laverne Winstead carricd
Union
Bible
the children .of
School to the show in Fulton I
last Monday to see "Little Women."
Mrs. Pearl Clement has had
pnuemonia for the past week.
Her daughter, Mrs. Emerson
Harris, is with her.

SUNDAI IS MOWER'S DAY!
REMEMBER HER WITH A PRACTICAL GIFT
FROM OUR STORE.

co.

RILTON

319-523 WALl-NUT -5T.e.....411ale,CAVA'. ••• FULTON, KY. •-•

Introducing to Fulton--

Shapleigh Electric Refrigerators

Dale Cummings was brought !I
home from Campbell's China
last Friday. He had an operation
of his spine last Monday and is
able "to walk around. It is
thought he will be able to walk ,
alright soon.

Yes—We -will
deliler in time
for Mother's
Day.

Ernest Carney is improving
from a recent stroke.
Most all patrons of our school
enjoyed the program Tuesday
night in which all the children
took part.

DUKEDOM RT. 2

A WONDERFUL GIFT FOR MOTHER!

Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
Several of the neighbors have I
installed telephones in their
homes. They are Mr. and Mrs. ,
H. L. Underwood and Mr. and
Mrs. G. C. Petty.

TWO

A housekeeping shower was
given in the home of Mrs Luke
Fulcher last week in honor of
Miss Ida Taylor, bride-elect of
James H. McMillen.
Margaret Cruce spent Thursday afternoon with her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Junior Cruce.
Miss Juanita Davidson and
Buster Walters were married
Saturday afternoon in Fulton.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Pannell were Glyn Pannell, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Phipps
and Brenda, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Davidson
Syndier, Mrs. Pearl
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Buster Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Les
Cruce and YraTgaret and Mr. and
Mrs Junior Cruce.
Mr and Mrs. Willie Bob Tanner spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Myers.
1-

MYSTIC JACQUARD VELVET
Specifications:
Cabinet-20 Gauge Steel, Metal Surfaces Completely Bonderized. Finished with Two Coates of Enamel. Baked Prime
_oat and High-Gloss, High-Bake Dulux. Lock Handle and
Adjustable Strike Chrome Plated. Hinges and Heel Covers
Fainted White.

insalation—Dcor. Sides and Back: 3 inches Glasswool. Top
1--t Bottom 4 inches Glasswool.
Compressor anil Evaporator Assembly-1-8 H.P. Hermeti..11e Sealed Unit with Static Coded Condenser. Mounted in
,
Cat.net from Front. Freon 12 Refrigerant in System.
TenKierature Control—Ten Temperature Ranges.

Interior—Liner of Food Compartment has New Baked Liner
Finish with Stainless, Odorless, Abrasive Resistant Qualities.
Wire Shelving Bright Zinc Plated. Bottom Shelf of Glass, Dimensions— 60 9-16 inches High, 30 3-4 inches Wide and
oviding Cover for Crisper Pan. Vegetable Crisper, White
26 1-2 inches Deep.
Porcelain. Glass Shelf Serves as Cover Aluminum, Center
=.!ounted Evaporated. Glass Defrostirjg Tray. Food Compart—Wet Capacity: 7.50 cubic feet. Shelf Area 10.44
ment Illuminated by Light which Turns on when Door is --Capacity
squ,,i:e feet.
:'penc,d. Equipped with Four Ice Cube Trays.

5

NO. 7-4875-C7 50 Cubic feet

.

Fay Jackson spent the weekend with Martha Kay Copelen.
Mr. and Mrs. Elrnoore Copelen
and family were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Prince
near Pryorsburg
grandMrs. Vera Byrd and
with
daughter spent Monday
Mrs. Nina Moore and family.
Mrs. Bernice Olds, Mrs. Frieda
Walston and Mrs. Nola Hudson,
Veatch Monvisited Mrs. Ella
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Randles,
a
Randles and
Mrs. Myrtie
friend from Paducah were SunMrs.
day visitors of Mr. and
Herchel Elliott.
Mrs. John McClanahan, Mrs.
Lucy Turner and Mrs. Herchel
afternoon
Elliott spent Friday
with Mr. and Mrs. R A. Howell.
Tresa
Mrs. Ted Pursell and
Mrs. Hub Beard
Ann, visited
Friday afternoon.
spent
Mrs. Elizabeth Elliott
Thursday with Mrs. Fannie Nugent and Mary.
moved
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Bruce
011ie
Saturday to the
house in Crutchfield.

REFRIGERATION UNIT GUARANTEED 5 YEARS

24-HOUR
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE

COMPLETE $39.95
Model 4200

Mode! 3200 $29.95

Model 4000

$37.50

We carry a complete stock of parts and tubes
arA mochls, and we repair all
.L.4 Hour Service.
inakes and
Pickup and Delivery

FAMOUS SUNBEAM NIXMASTERS'
Complete with ten-speed motor, two bowls and
juicer attachment. A famous kitchen appliance by a famous maker.

COMPLETE $39.95

AUTOMATIC 'POP-UP' TOASTERS
LASKO automatic pop-up toaster in gleaming chrome.
IWO slices at a time

Ift-i:e

Pyrex Ovenware Gift See.
Todays biggest value. 12
pieces, gift-packed,

Smart Gift Idea!
UNIVERSAL 8-CUP
ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR
hu,lt-in heating element; et,rome finish

Complete ._
Pyrex Color Bowl Set.
4 colorful bowls for mixing, „‘
baking, serving, storing—

Ores sod Refrigerator Set.
Colors match Bowl Set
For baking and serving_

4-cep Pyrex Percolator.
Brews the right amount
of good coffee foster—

flomewar• Deoble Boiler.
Easy to see what's cooking. 1 Y2 quart size

11-IIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine

$19.95

$17-95

Welcome Gift! 5-Pc. Bridge Set
If Mother plays bridge, she will
• et lotc of rontl use out of this
' Arely, compact set. Metal, upholsIered top tahle and four metal
f,ildIng chairs with upholstered
ts to matcl). A regular 818.95
val.f tor only . . . . . .

Phone 813 J

litAR 1701

TOASTWEL L automatic pop-up toaster, vlso in gleaming et.rome, tr,asts two elice at a time.

PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

4th St.

.01

$16.95

our:1E
MILK CO.
Cita& A'

—A Ilome Industry,
Helping Fulton Grow.

—

New! Revolutionary! These 1919 styles with
brand-new innovations! Food-chopper attachment; mixes .. juices .. mashes . . whips . .
shreds .. grinds .. beats .. folds..and creams!
Includes 3 bowls, juicer, food chopper and 10speed motor.

Platter Set. ey
New
Contains Pyrex Well-and- .
Tree and Utility Platters_

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

Two full-sized, overstuffed pieces that will add
:leauty, comfort and real pleasure to her living
• fooTn! She'll It-Re the blue or wine jacquard velvet
sat, c.)il-spring-filled cushions and
cover ...
Order yours today and we'll deliver it to-

$139.95

DORMYER 'POWER CHEF' FOOD MIXER

.
Mrs. Lee B. Ruckei and Mr,
J. E. Koon and children, Patsy
Jean, Kenneth, Craig Lee and
Lee B.
Martha Clair visited
Rucker and Mrs. Laura Browder
at their home on West State Line
for the weekend.

GLASS
is your guarantee of
'Fine Quality
* Full Measure
*Top Flavor

LIVING ROOM
SUITE

.rrow!

ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen.

PIECE

$14.95

r

1. Cruising down
the river
Ever
2. For:::ver

•=.

3. Careless Hands

So Tried

4. Red Roses For A
13lue Lady

Again

5. "A" You're
Adorable

'....ay Places

10. Scrne Enchanted

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage
Ilassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records).

Cablnt`te

!I!
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LEATHER PUNISHER
SCI1001 boys are rough on shoes For
repairs that last longer, bring your
children's shoes to us. Stout leather
and sturdy reinforced stitching
make our repairs stand up.

CTICAL GIFT

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP
204 Main St.

Fulton

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

HYBRID CORN

THER!

between ST.LOUIS and

JACKSONVILLE

f

Sunday, May 8 is Mothers' Day

VET
OM
The irresistible tribute of exquisite roses
to that first lady of
your life. Given with
your love they say
the nicest things . . .
the nicest v,,ay.

cushions and
deliver it to-

Travel the_ VULCAN

ROUTS

111*
(u
puRE

miuc co.
c
,tadc,A-

Blooming Potted Plants
Corsages
Cut Flowers
3IEMBER F.T.D.
We Wire Flowers Anywhere

Gibson Greeting Cards.
Charming Gift Ideas In
Glass — Wood — Metal Pottery — China

OUR
DIO
AIR
VICE

2 v 77/ill/clicni/tte
_1.
119134

v

Chas.E.Wright Rt. 1, Fulton, Ky.

litt will add
to her living
cquard velvet

offerings for a school of the pre- the
librarian It is apparent that
sent enrollment.
the library is aiding in the inThe committee recommends structional
program by furnishthat chemistry and physics be ing
material other than textalternated and that biology be book
reading for classwork, as
offered and encouraged It also well
as books for recreational
recommends that combinations reading.
KEY OK 1 RIR IUD
be made of some small classes—
The committee wishes to sugVISITING COMMITTEE
particularly in languages and the
ON THE
social sciences—in order that the gest that:
(1) The library be extended
EVALUATION OF
curriculum be enriched by adFULTON HIGH SCHOOL
ditional courses and more pupil into the classroom now used by
Miss
Royster and that adequate
activities.
5Iarch 20-22, 1949
The Philosophy and Objectives
The committee recommends shelving be provided Aar an expansion
program as well as for
that general mathematics be ofY5
The administrative and in- fered as an
elective in lieu of the books now in the library.
structional staffs of Fulton High one year of the
When
such
space is made availpresent requireSchool should be commended for ment in mathematics
and that the _able, the books should be Prthe efficient and thorough prep- present requirement
be lowered ranged on the shelves in proper
aration they had made for the to one year of
sequence according to the Dewmathematics.
visiting
committee. Students,
The committee also recom- ey decimal classification.
teachers, principal, superintend- mends that music be
In this expanded library space
given a
ent, and parents have contribut- more definite place
in the sched- provision should be made for the
ed to the formulation of
the ule of classes for the school day. care of records, slides, and all
NEW
philosophy
objectives It also recommends that the re- audiovisual material.
and
Through such a wise procedure quirement in English
(2) A small workroom with
be lowered
the philosophy of education in to three years and
that speech running water be placed adjacFulton can be a working, prac- and dramatics, etc., be
offered ent to the library.
tical philosophy The philosophy instead. It is their recommenda. (3). The librarian have more
is in accordance with educational tion, too, that a school
paper ne time in the library wit hno dutthought throughout the United established as a part of
les
except those pertaining to
the
States. Through the implementa- school curriculum.
her work as librarian. These dut•
tion of the philosophy and obties
should include more reader
The committee recommends
jectives of Fulton High School the continuous study and appli- guidance to faculty and students.
the pupils will receive an excel- cation of the social and econom(4) The lighting which now is
lent education.
ic characteristics of the com- inadequate should be improved
The objectives of the school munity in the enrichment pos- at once.
(5) More biography, both colare specific and well stated to sibilities of the total school prolective and individual, should be
meet the needs of the pupil pop- gram.
in the collection.
ulation. Present practices and op- Pupil Activity Program
portunities are making possible
The committee feels that the Guidance Service
the attainment of the objectives. pupil activity program, taken as
The modern concept of guidMore thought might be given to a whole, rates somewhat above ance has moved toward wise selfthe activity program and the average with particular emphas- selection and away from external
physical
education program. is being given to the public re- direction. The Fulton
1000 Miles ...
High
Some changes in the curriculum lations aspect of the program.
School has this concept well in
NO CHANGE Of BUSES
might help the school realize to
The committee be/ieves that mind and should be commended
LOUIS
a better degree the sixth objec- while the program is not formal- for the bases for guidance that
This means more comfort, moss
tive. Participation in sports and ly organized as highly as it are now being available through
convenience, more travel pleasure for
Cape Grordeou, Mo.
you! Wherever you get on — Cope
activities which will have a might be, it is producing com- an excellent testing program.
Girardeau, Jackson, Birmingham, Almore direct carry-over to out of mendable results.
This information should enable
Co,ro, Ill
bany,
or any other place between St.
school life would help in the
There are certain deficiencies I the faculty to help the pupils in
Louis and Jacksonville — However
realization of objective number that should be given serious con- the choice of their educational
for you ride ... you keep your some
seven.
seat all the way on this new Trolley:lye
sideration in the future. A school
Throughout the entire time of paper (which may be mimeoTHRU BUS SERVICE over the"Vuleon
(Continued Neat Week)
Route." No waiting around for conthe visiting committee's visit at graphed) would add much to the
nections. No lost time. No transFulton, all members felt the in- effective functioning of the proferring of baggage.
fluence of public sentiment to- gram and would improve the
ward the school. The townspeo- pupils' understanding in reTupelo, Misa
OVER TWO HOURS FASTER
ple are actively participating in gard to it.
the school program. Through the
There should be set up a proBecause it's the shortest, most dicontinuance of the present pro- gram of speech and dramatics
rect way to go! Because it's the only
THRU BUS SERVICE! Yes, you'll
gram the high ideals set forth in which can be done effectively
find the "Vulcan Route" the fastest
the philosophy and objectives even without the services of
way to go! And remember . in
can become perfect realities.
specialists in this area.
addition to these THRU BUSES you
Pupil Poulation and
It is felt that in the handling of
have your choice of many convenient
School Community
local schedules OVIIr the "Vulcan
the finances of pupil activities,
Route" batween St. Louis ond ladsFulton pupil population is all money should go into a cenPASTEURIZED
Ile.
sonvi
largely white children
from tral activity fund, with a treasHOMOGENIZED
h:nnes of skilled workers. The urer who is a member of the
r,vo THRU ISHIEDULES DAILY
per capita economic income per staff. All checks should be counNorthbound
family is very high. There is tersigned or issued only upon a
Glass Milk Bottles
10:10 A.M.
4:10 r.ss.
very little social or'economic dif- written order. The bookkeeping
TO
FLORIDA
Soutbbound
ference in the pupils of the could be continued by the stuWIST COAST
are
11:07
P.M.
12:53
P
school. The per capita wealth on dent with the treasurer acting as *Sanitary
*Leakproof
Teaftwere
araUS
ticket
pew
Ask
taxable property is not nearly a bank or the treasurer could
*Transparent
*Thrifty
ter eMplote taforeastloa.
so high as the annual per capita do the bookkeeping for all de*Handy
income. This condition presents partments with the pupils checkInsist on Glass!
some very unusual problems in ing in the respectiVe divisions.
The committee believes that
regard to the Fulton Schools.
The records of the high school improvement in the activity proindicate that since 1938 over 68 gram could be accomplished by
4th and Carr Sts.
Phone 44
—A Home Industry,
percent of its graduates have en, broader pupil participation. It is
FLORIDA...FIR
ST TO ST. LOUIS
Helping Fulton Grow.
rolled in higher institutions of also suggested that more activitFASTEST TO
learning. The number of students ies, such as clubs, should grow
4th St.
Phone
813-.1
ROUTE
TRAILWAYS
VULCAN
THE
enrolling in this high school who out of the various educational
graduate is probably above the experiences of the pupils; i.e.
state average.
journalism club growing out of
Fulton school community is English, etc.
very fortunate in its local faciliThese changes would involve
ties which consist of the follow- no financial outlay and should
ing: many fine active churches, effectively improve the functionthree hospitals, homogenous pop- , ing of the pupil activity program.
L:lation and a superior number of j Library Service
individuals possessing powers of
The committee has visited the
leadership.
: library and has noted a wholeCurriulum and Courses°, Study ; some atmosphere prevails with,
The administration of the Ful- i student assistants aiding the liton High School is to be com- brarian and taking charge of
mended on the "Course of Study" circulation during the absence of

r-. 1 mitei

DEALERS —Ky. Hdw, and
IMPL. Co., Fulton, Ky; A. C.
Butts & Sons, Fulton; Reed
Bros. 31ill., Fulton; Arrington
Grocery, Cayce; Pickett Grocery, Hickman; and Bailey Stovall, Rives, Tenn.

Mother's

First in a series of Vv.
installments reporting on the
findings of the Evaluation
Board, which recently surveyed the local school system.

TRAILWAYS

SEE US NOW FOR HOMEGROWN U.S. 13 CERTIFIED
SEED CORN—ALL ORDERS
READY FOR DELIVERY.

We -will
er in time

'Must' Reading for School Folks

KitLEBREW'S FLOWIRS & GIFTS
Phones 53,

Commercial Avenue

508

ts and tubes
‘e repair all
ce.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

TRAILWAYS BUS DEPOT

DON'T HAVE

es

THAT NEW

'w.re

/firiZet

Tops

HIT PARADE
y Billboard
ne

SUIT or DRESS

... At Shelling Time
This is one reason why

:iy Flaces
!

FARMERS PRODUCE MORE CORN WHEN
THEY PLANT GENUINE

Enchanted

PFISTER HYBRIDS

•Sr•

CLEANED
WE SPECIALIZE
IN FRILLLS AND RUFFLES
To keep your bedroom ruffles and frills fresh and
dainty, use our modern cleaning service. Our sate,
expert cleaning methods restore beauty and color—
yet the cost is moderate. It pays to use this special
dry-cleaning service regularly. Call 14 today.

—Until You've Heard
All About OK's
Newest Discovery!

•

ORD PLAYER
Storage

Cabinets

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Se.M Cleaning

PHONE 620

RISIAN
I aundry & Dry Cleaners

Custom Grinding and Mixin.

virsassissosestsiversefisrwervesterscesaistiosibitifirsTirei!iiiik"
411111au
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Mrs. Hal Seawright and little I Barry Strong is ill of murnps
:on left Tuesday for Greehville, I at the home of his parents, Mr.
Miss., where they will join Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Strong on West
Seawright and make their home. State Line.

WANTED
Contract for

TOMATOES
We are now signing up acreage with growers
for the production of ripe tomatoes this season,
and urge all farmers interested in growing
_tomatoes to contact us promptly.

PLANTS AVAILABLE MAY 16

The fifth course being DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
tilday cake and jello. The
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
thday c,.,ke was presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
the Bondurarit twins by the
by
,
ests of Mr. and Mrs. Tregroup, in honor of their eigh- the
SUE and JA:NE
teenth birthday, Moonlight boat- mon Rickman awhile Saturday
riding and dancing were enjoyed night.
Marion Taylor and Junior Casafter the dinner.
By The Senior Cla_ss
ey went on a fishing trip SaturWe left Saturday morning at day near Murray. They didn't
The Juniors and Seniors have
just returned from their annual 9 o'clock. On our return trip we have much luck.
trip. We went through the came by way of Little Rock, Ark.
Bro. and M'rs. McMinn were
Ozarks trfids...Kisited Big Springs, and Memphis, Tenn. The trip was the Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
nationally knoWri as the largest completed Saturday night about and Mrs. Ben Wilson.
spring in the U.S. Through it 11:30 when we reached - Cayce.
Mrs. Cassie Taylor visited Mrs.
846 million gallons of water The Junior sponsor and the Sen- Ancie Yates and Maggie Tuesand
ior
Jessie
Wade
sponsor,
Miss
flows daily to forrn a beautiful
day afternoon of last week
lake where tuorists enjoy boat• A J. Lowe were chaperones of
Mr:and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp.
riding and viewing the lovely the group. The round trip of over Marilyn and Paul McMinn were
scenery. We spent two days of 800 miles was enjoyed iminense- Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the foot of the Ozark Mountain lx,by all.
Everett Carr and Charles.
in Branson, Mo., located on Lakb
Mrs. Janus Ellegood anci
We would like to take this
Taneycomo. Friday was spent
expressing our gradi- Mrs. Walter Featherstone of .near
boat riding, swimming and hik- means of
to the Arlington attended the funeral
mg. The Juniors took US on a joy tude and appreciation
lovely of Miss Irene Rhodes Saturday.
ride clown the river to the Dam Junior class for a very
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
to thank Mr
which was constructed to form trip. Also we want
and Ed Virgil Rowland and boys were
the beautiful lake where we Lowe and Miss Jessie
bus driver, for Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore and
spent our time boat riding. Pic- Atteberry, our
with us through- son James Earl, Mr. and Mrs.
tures were taken of the lake, being so patient
Erwin Howland and girls Lumountains and other views too out our trip.
dora and Maryellen, Mr. ana Mrs
eimerous to-mention.
Edvvin Carr, Mr. and" Mrs O. F.
PILOT OAK
The Juniors were hostesses to
Taylor. Marion and Joyce, Mrs.
a delightful five course dinner
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
Addie Walston, W. L. Rowland
seived in the Allendale Club
s.11m
iaug
ani‘
cin.A
Floyd
Hershell
and
Mrs.
Mr.
House, in honor of the Senior
ie Weems is ill at
and J. were supper guests Tuestbk. h. me of her daughter, Mrs.
day evening of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Carr.
Mrs. Emma Grissom has returned home after a vacation in
Detroit, Mich., wit hher children,
Arthur, Ernest, Pernie and Ailey Grissom
Mrs. Rudolph Swann and Marlene Mayfield spent the weekAnd Oysters, Daily
end with her dad, Lee Olive and
her brother, Jack Olive and
family.

Nell Hainline.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor visited Mrs.
Eula Morris ot Fulton Monday.
Tremon Rickman attended the
preaching services in Fulton
Sunday morning.
Joyce Taylor visited Arthur
Lene Hicks Monday night.
Mesdames Tennie House and
Evaline Yates called to see Mrs.
Maggie Weems Monday evening.
Taylor
Oliver and Marion

'

CAYCE NEWS

227 4th St

Mr. and Mrs R. S. Gossum
and boys and Mr. and Mrs. B.H.
Lowry visited relatives in Clinton, Sunday afternoon.
John Yate.s and Jack Olive
on
were in Memphis Friday
business.
Brother Connie Stroup and
faenily and Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry and son were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates Sun(iav.

Phone 1388

DO YO
HAVE
PENN

E 'ivi Waggoner and Mrs.
Yates spent Sunday- aftN,ith Mrs. Tommie Woolneton.

That's all you need to pick up a sensational bargain at the KentuckyHardware and Implement Co.'s Big '50,000 Stock Reduction Sale!!!

LOOK

1

c

WHAT

.01.1.1Matr-MMIENEWE'VElehr-".71FrMei7
- -7 1...:- ':.,.1 al 76.1 2a- price

..70

;IA
get anothe,.- ....le
a- r... :711
FOR ONLY lc MORE

Buy One Get Another
For Only lc More

I

111.M"417511P11

Regular

49c

Two For

NOW S3.95
NOW $7.85
NOW S7.95
NOW $6.50
NOV(' $1.45
2 FOR 1
2 FOR 1
2 FOR I

C.-I, kr.1:-011

99c

50c

11WiN'11141REHRKIMPaga,-.

111111.1.11111eMENISMA

POTS, PANS
LIGHT BULBS
KITCHEN WARE
Buy one at regular price Buy one at regular price
GET ANOTHER
GET ANOTHER

Take Advantage of This
Two-Far-Price-ofAmazing
i
,
One Sale.
-A111173E6

C.'1\-KE DISHES

29c
49c

:For Only lc

For lc More

()NE DOZEN GLASSES

Now 59c Doz.

10% BONUS
a 20% Bonus in Merchandise of your choice. Here's how it
•torks.--21 you. buy a lawnmower, garden tools or any hardware items
,5.4% you get a 20% Bonus.
T AWN MOWERS AT $19.00 - 20% BONUS OR S3.80
' "'PEN TOOLS - BUY ONE REGULAR PRICE - GET 20% BONUS
;

i V"

1111ft

Tiiffi.Sfil2S OF ITEMS ON SALE-DRASTIC PPM CUTS!

1

Ikea

Ne Conlon Washer Reg. S189.50 NOW $79.50
N(lW I9c
Steel Frying Pans, Reg. 39c
Gat $4.95
Hanna Paint

Friday
Saturday
Monday

'; Tube Howard Radio. Reg. $94.00 NOW $49.00
Large Picnic Racket
Now Only 19c
Gen'l. Elect. Irons Reg. 312.95
NOW $9.95

KENTUCKY HDWRE.,„no

FULKTy0N,

National
I Baby Week

DRdPS

1 Lb. Cellophane
Bag Now

TOMATO JUICE
KROGER c 46-oz ti
J Cans
I

KROGER

2

C
LIFE

I

Kroger Orange and Grapefruit

BLENDED JUICE
iA10 SAUCE

4

traveled 1.000.000
palsa to entertain our
,rmad forcea Tune

1-1b. ti

4

Cans

4

Cans

I

8-oz

I

Cans
No. 2
Cans
No. 2
Cans

No. 21
/
2

rir*.,Ur

Cans

SALT MEAT

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

No.2

10
PEAS
PRIDE CORN
PORK & BEANS 11 "A
7
SARDINES
8
BEETS
CAM

Cream Style White

L

No. 303
ans

Royal Gem

Cans

Tall

I

kans

Avondale Cut

No. 2/
1
2
Cans

Streak
O'Lean

4

•

Aiiros. Shank Portion

LB. 19e

A bros Sliced

1 Lb. Pkg.

l' , pounds each

pliA.L06G'S

'

O

s oz. $1

•l'kgs

Graded GeodorChoice

Strawberries
Top

.

Qt. 43c

Quality Home Grown

Corn Flakes

MARGARINE

c

1-Lb. t1
Ctns.

Eatmore

YOPK STATE

Watermelons

lb. 6c

/". S. No. I Round Type

Apples

4 lb. cello bag 49c

Extra Crisp Fancy Red Winesaps

LB. 69'

Genuine Aged Cheese

HI-HO CRACKERS LK Pkg .30'
Sunshine

Bananas .
Top Quality Kroger Ripened
Tlmatoes
Red Ripe Slicing Quality

Fresh Corn
Tr,rnmed Cleaned Pan-Ready

;Ire 110'' :-.11 PRISCILLA
TTERN DINNERWARE by
(11:r Card Plan

More limn
ed on the s
Harrison anc
band as the:
the Humbolc
first prize or
uniforms. NV
the appreciat
Harrison and
job he has
will do witi
School band.

Little pub
tion, but big
the fact tha
Truman are
of nine littl
a litter for su
but its true.
the batam
to Mr. and Iv
who are verj
new additior
the Trumans
are doing fir

California

LB.59' SMOKED HAMS B.()ttr p%ovrht:,),,,.i,LB.59'
49' BAR-B-0 LOAF
LB. 69'
LB 79' SIRLOIN STEAK
LB. 79'

. S. Graded Good or Choice

,„

Jan, Whit
the Humbolc
ival and can
as a result a
in the Hors(
ing of horse!
Jane was ar
attended th
and she witt
among the
round here
bets on "Po
winner. Ask
she said: "I
over, studied
realized that
Calumet Far
the money d

in ABC, weekdays.

Standard English
46-oz

3
10
8

CAST
FRANKS
CAT FISH

A star ,howrrian for
years, Kay started
‘vith a 6-man hand at
Univ. of North Carolina, gave up law for
his College of Musical Knowledge During the war Kay

DOG FOOD

2-1b.

Kroge r

KAY KYSER

46-oz
Cans

PRESERVES
3

EMBASSY

FIESTA
PINWHEELS
Get the makin's
a nd recipe at
Kroger.

PINEAPPLE JUICE

Armoar Star Skinless

Regularly 15c each

I' ETON

Chocolate

LOOK

_karts .
1-2. Gallon

Reinembe.
record mad
Joe Forrest,
Well, looks
formance
Billy Joe h
City Greyh
baseman an
his FIRST
fessional ba
time up 'at
diamond ovi
loaded, and •
hits a gran,
Don't you ti
play in Full
might stop i
though we d
two singles
double play.
•
Apropos t;
Garden
D(
Woman's CI
beautiful flo
urday. The
were transfo
garden with
winning priz
attention to
Highlight of
talk made bj
when she r
made by t
merit in histi

uhilk 4/0 _fake a ;"---,7 the 0/'Ilokssorand
make km ites6a45417.7:74
...says Ira"*see

S

a•n m
CUT GLASS

zee.

Tf
The American )(thy of today ia healthier and
happ'er ...thanks to the progress of medicine
and the development of the science of nutrition. Scont•erl!iy balanced baby foods, found
in all Kro,:. ‘r
ar, important con.
to
do.elopment of strong, healthy
babies.

gigiiingreaMMEINF-

C)DT .7,0T OF PAINTS

10•41.41.441.4.4

SWIFT'S HATCHERY
411 EAST STATE LINE

PEACH
Mr. and Mrs. William Humphrey of Greensboro, N. C., are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Eph
Dawes for a few days before they
I leave for Kansas City to make
I their home.

LOOK

NOW S9e
Lufkin Rules
NOW $2.45
Plumb Hammers
NOW $1.25
Assorted Sizes Chisels
NOW S2.75
Plumb Hatchets
Magnetic Tack Hammers .... NOW 60c
NOW S2.35
(1.T.IV. Hemmers
NOW S1.10
Crescent Pliers .

Tin Snips
Bit Brace
Grinder
Breast Drill
Wrench Sets
rtissten s ,t.‘ s
':ool t.nd pie Sets
ricetrie Pres.s Drill

WILL
BUY!

Allene Lowry and Mrs
R111'1 Crittendon visited Mrs.
y Collins Thursday after,toon.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Critten:on have moved to Pilot Oak in
the Willie Crittendon house.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Maybe,,:
and family' were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. William Morris, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershell Floyd
have rented rooms from Mr. anci
Mrs. Harold Carr. They are moving here from Detroit, Mich
Mr. and Mrs. Richard LOwry
spent Sundily with her parents.
Mr and Mrs. Andrew Williams.
Mrs. Jean Morris visited Mrs.
Mary Nell Gossum Monday afternoon.
Jimmie Allen Lowry is bac?:
in school after several days illness.
Mrs. Louise Olive spent Tuesday in Mayfield.

Volu

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hyland
have returned from a trip to
South Bend, Ind.

41.144.1.11.441.4

BELL'S MARKET

WATER VALLEY, KY.

The Pre]
Reading
Ken-Ten

We Have That Good Swift's Feed!

FRESH
WATER VALLEY FISH
CANNING COMPANY
Phone 16

ent to Jackson Monday on business.
Mrs Tremon Rickman is not .
improving, very rapidly:
Ero. and Mrs. Connie Stro!.(p
and boys of Mayfield were
mong the Sunday guests of Mr. •
and Mrs. Harry Yates.

Cabbage
cr-11
t7. S. r';

I Med, Weil Teientred

lb. 15c
Tube 19c
5 ears 25c
lb. 3c
$1.29

KIDDII
TAKI

There's bi
planned for
Scout Circi
There's the
a King and
Four Rivers
ous kiddie I
Dav.

Get your
dies to enter
tests and ge

Call 1VIrs. '
the beauty
Weaks for t
The royalty
20 and last (
kiddie parad

Railroad I
For Schoo1

A motion p
telling the sto
ress during t
available for
churches, clu
tions and othe
to H. B. Rea
Central Railrc

The film w
1948 Chicago
main theme
the pageant '
which was a
than a millior
Running tin
38 minutes.
made upon re(
at Fulton.

